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Abstract 

The lexical semantics of a language is an area of linguistics that has many important 

implications for the life of modern society. It is important to understand how language change 

works and why this change occurs. Thus the aim of the work described in the thesis was to 

examine how six Swedish words, fett, fräsch, fräck, grym, häftig, and tajt are used by five 

different age groups of Swedish people in Uppsala region. To accomplish the aim of the study 

an appropriate questionnaire was compiled and used by the author. The questionnaire asked for 

information about the respondents as well as about the usage of each studied word. Analogous 

previous studies of the ongoing semantic change are reported in literature, frequently in regard 

to the words from English language.  

My results show that most of the chosen words are used differently by different age groups. 

Some words change their usage only slightly while other words experience larger 

metamorphose. The investigated words do not change their meaning completely, however some 

meanings do become more or less frequent. The results also show that the usage of the words 

does not always correlate to their dictionary definitions. Overall it can be concluded that 

semantic change for the considered words is a gradual ongoing process.  
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Ongoing Semantic Change in 

Seven Swedish Words 

A questionnaire-based study 

Elena Luzhkova 

Sammanfattning 

Den lexikala semantiken i ett språk är ett område inom lingvistik som har många viktiga 

konsekvenser för livet i det moderna samhället. Det är viktigt att förstå hur språkförändring 

fungerar och varför denna förändring sker. Därför var syftet med det arbete som beskrivs i 

uppsatsen att undersöka hur sex svenska ord fett, fräsch, fräck, grym, häftig och tajt användes av 

fem olika åldersgrupper av infödda talare av svenska i Uppsalaregionen. För att uppnå syftet 

med studien sammanställdes en enkät. Enkäten innehöll frågor om respondenterna samt om 

användningen av vart och ett av de studerade orden. Liknande tidigare studier av pågående 

semantisk förändring rapporteras i litteraturen, ofta i fråga om orden från engelska. 

Resultaten visar att de flesta av de valda ord användes på olika sätt av olika åldersgrupper. Vissa 

ord har ändrat sin användning något medan andra ord har genomgått en större förändring. De 

undersökta orden ändrade inte sin betydelse helt och hållet, men vissa betydelser blev mer eller 

mindre frekventa. Resultaten visade också att användningen av orden inte alltid korrelerar med 

deras ordboksdefinitioner. Sammantaget kan man dra slutsatsen att semantisk förändring för 

dessa ord var en gradvis process. 

 

Nyckelord 

sociolingvistik, semantik, semantisk förändring, svenska, frågeformulär, ålder 
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1. Introduction 

The historical semantics of a language is a subject that has been under discussion for a very long 

time. Not only is it a topic that can be studied for each and every word separately but historical 

semantics can also be studied from different perspectives. Historical semantics is a subfield of 

semantics and inspects the change in meaning of words and expressions over time. I chose to 

relate this to sociolinguistics and explore the meaning of words depending on generations. It has 

often been noted that word meaning changes over time and sometimes over a short period of 

time one word can have different meanings depending on the generation in question. This work 

aimed to inspect this subject by examining how people of different ages use six specific 

Swedish words.  

The thesis commences with an overview of similar previous studies that may shed some light on 

my results. The description of the method used in the thesis follows after the background. 

Material regarding the informants, the choice of method and choice of words is presented. 

Following the Methods is the section with the results, where the collected data is presented. 

Finally, the discussion reviews the scientific questions as well as critique of the overall 

approach.   

1.1 Aim and framing of the question 

The aim of this study was to examine how people belonging to different age groups use the 

words fett '?fat', fräck '?impudent', fräsch '?fresh', grym '?cruel', häftig '?violent' and tajt '?tight'. 

These words seem to have acquired additional uses. The related scientific question was whether 

there is a change in the use of the selected words from generation to generation. It is important 

to note that this study examines how language changes and not why.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Field of research 

Semantics is a branch of linguistics that explores meaning. There are many semantic issues that 

can be studied. The field of semantics that is relevant for this study can be related to the field of 

historical semantics. It examines the change in word meaning and all of the processes this 

entails. According to Geeraerts (2010, p. 1) historical semantics was the first stage in semantics 

and was most popular between 1830 and 1930. However modern historical semantics is also a 

very broad field that includes many different topics, such as etymology and compilation of 

dictionaries. On the other hand, the field of historical semantics does not focus on social factors. 

In this respect, my work additionally considers some aspects of sociolinguistics, as it focuses on 

semantic change with respect to age. Section 2.2 includes an overview of sociolinguistic studies. 

The recent semantic studies that correlate closely to my work are discussed in sections 2.3 and 

2.4.  

2.2 Sociolinguistic studies 

Sociolinguistics explores how different social variables are reflected in language. These include 

a very large number of related features such as age, gender, social class, living area and so on.  

A classical sociolinguistic work is Labov's “The Social Stratification of (r) in New York City 

Department Stores” (Labov 1964).  Labov examined how the socioeconomic background of a 

person influences the pronunciation of /r/. He found that social background does indeed 

influence pronunciation. Since then there has been a rich variety of research on the impact of 

different social variables on pronunciation. 

Examination of phonetics from a sociolinguistic point of view was performed recently in J. 

Harrington's work “Evidence for a relationship between synchronic variability and diachronic 

change in the Queen‟s annual Christmas broadcasts” (Harrington 2007).  The focus of this work 

is on age, but in a slightly different manner when compared to my approach. The author 

examined how one speaker's pronunciation changed over the course of 50 years. In particular, 

he found that there had been a vowel change which cannot be explained by rising age and must 

rather depend on something else. This is very interesting observation, as it shows that while 

there may be differences between how generations use language, the change that occurs in one 

speaker may be influenced by individual factors. It also shows that an individual's language may 

vary at different moments in their lives. However, the focus of Harrington's paper is on 

phonetics rather than semantics.  

The two mentioned publications mainly examine the correlation between the word 

pronunciation and social aspects.  And while many sociolinguistic studies have similarly been 

concerned with phonetics, the connection between semantics and social variables is studied  less 

extensively. The following discussion section 2.3 will show that it is also possible to examine  

semantics from a diachronic perspective, and section 2.4 will show that it is possible to look at  

semantics from a sociolinguistic perspective.  
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2.3 Semantic change over a longer period of 

time 

Semantic change is a subject that has been studied for a long time. We can look back to the 

1930s, to studies such as Stern's "Meaning and change of meaning, with special reference to the 

English language" (1931). He examined semantic change and what the reasons for this change 

may be. Stern found that, for example, the word artillery used to mean all of the weapons in an 

army, however as technology changed, the word came to mean 'guns' and similar weapons. A 

similar case is the word bead. This word may have altered its meaning due to a religious 

context, as it used to mean 'prayer'. The occurred change can be due to the fact that the beads on 

the rosary transferred the meaning to what we know it as today, 'a small ball' (Stern 1931 p. 

168).  

Stern also studied how words that had 'rapidly' as their primary meaning developed the meaning 

'immediately'. In the 1300s the words swifte and georne meant 'rapidly' and 'immediately'. 

According to Stern, the words that meant 'rapidly' actually began to change their meaning before 

the 13-hundreds and after the 14-hundreds other words developed the meaning 'rapidly' without 

necessarily acquiring the meaning 'immediately'. Thus the change in meaning was gradual. By 

observing this, Stern came to the theory that there is a pattern to how words change their 

meaning. In his view semantic change happens over a specific period of time. Also, should a 

new word appear with the old meaning, the new word will not undergo any change in its 

meaning.  

Stern's idea of gradual change is supported by Traugott (2002), who also examined semantic 

changes. According to her, there are three stages in semantic change: 

1. A word has meaning X 

2. A word has meaning X and Y 

3. A word has meaning Y 

However she states that the third stage, when the word only has a single new meaning, does not 

necessarily arise (Traugott 2002 p. 11). However, Traugott writes that this stage still can occur. 

A similar theory is also proposed by Wilkins (1981), who adds several other stages to this 

process. We will return to his understanding of semantic change in section 2.4.  

Further recent research devoted to semantic change dates back to the 1980s. An important study 

from this period "A diachronic semantic classification of the English religious lexis" was carried 

out by Thomas J. P. Chase (1983) who examined the change in semantics over a long period of 

time. 

Chase found that there was a large amount of lexical change and overall increase in usage of 

certain words during the seventeenth century (Chase 1983). It seems that during that century, 

religious texts not only added new items to the language but also kept the language which had 

formed during the sixteenth century. This means that there was an increase in vocabulary rather 

than lexical replacement. While this may be due to a number of factors, it seems that there was 

an overall increase in written literature during the seventeenth century. There were also religious 

disturbances, which may have lead to higher production of new words and in turn more rapid 

language change. An example of semantic change is the word Baptist. Baptist used to mean 

"candidate for", "person sponsoring (a) person undergoing", and "person deferring B [i. e. 
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"baptism"] until (his) deathbed" (Chase 1983 pp. 22-23). However in modern English the word 

has another meaning: "one that baptizes"' and "a member or adherent of an evangelical 

Protestant denomination marked by congregational polity and baptism by immersion of 

believers only" (merriam-webster.com). So clearly the meaning has changed.  

The works by Stern and Chase are examples of studies focusing on semantic change over longer 

periods of time. However while these studies show the results of semantic change, they do not 

always show the process of the change.  

2.4 Ongoing semantic change research 

This section will outline results of two studies regarding ongoing semantic change.  

The first research is "Towards a theory of semantic change" by David P. Wilkins (1981). This 

study examines ongoing semantic change of several words in Australian English and is 

particularly relevant for the present thesis in its main aim and methodology, i.e. the use of 

questionnaires. The main intention of Wilkins' study was to show that semantic change can be 

caught while it is happening and that a model for how and why this change occurs can be 

created (Wilkins 1981).   

Firstly, we can examine Wilkins' method. His method, though it does use questionnaires, is 

quite different from my work. Wilkins' method includes a primary questionnaire that asked what 

a word meant. If the informants provided the answer A, he would be asked whether the meaning 

B was also possible. He then followed this by questions regarding which meaning was the main 

meaning, whether the informants used the second meaning and how often they did so. A second 

questionnaire was then used on a new group of informants. They were asked to choose the 

meanings they considered right from an existing form, compiled with the information received 

from the pilot study. They were also asked how often they used these meanings and whether 

they could think of another meaning.  

Wilkins examined nouns, adjectives and verbs. His pilot test included 22 words: bin, grass, 

biro, abort, gay, moratorium, chit, frigid, drapes, screw, trip, native, straight, ejaculate, acid, 

pig, spunk, kleenex, W.C., buxom, fix and wetchecks. In the later study he chose to remove some 

words, such as screw, ejaculate and frigid as they upset some of the informants. In his results he 

chose to only examine three words, bin, biro and pig as he felt these three words were the best 

representatives for his model of semantic change. Wilkins' informants were divided into the 

groups 15-20 years, 21-35 years, 36-50 years, 51-65 years and 65-80 years. He felt that the 

youngest group would be more likely to use the words differently from the other age groups, as 

teenagers tend to do.  

Wilkins shows that meaning does not change abruptly. Firstly, new meanings emerge. Then the 

new meanings that exist start being used with a higher frequency, so there is a change in 

balance. This means that for every age group the meaning rank can be viewed separately, and it 

does indeed change (Wilkins 1981 p. 67). This indicates that belonging to a certain generation is 

one of the social factors that influence how our language usage changes. It is important to note 

that this does not mean that there are no other factors that can influence our language. 

Furthermore, Wilkins saw that while the primary meaning of words may change, the knowledge 

of other meanings still exists. Both older generations and younger generations knew both 
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meanings of the words, however their choice of the main meaning was varied (Wilkins 1981 p. 

68). Therefore Wilkins demonstrated that it is possible to examine ongoing semantic change.  

Wilkins' theory is close to that of earlier mentioned Traugott (2002), however it includes more 

steps. He splits the changes into the following steps (Wilkins 1981 p. 37): 

1) Only meaning A 

2) Meaning A is most used but meaning B emerges and is recognized  

3) Meaning A is widely used and meaning B is slightly used 

4) Both meaning A and B are used with similar frequency 

5) Meaning A is less used, meaning B is more used 

6) Meaning A is recognized but not used while meaning B is used 

7) Only meaning B is used (meaning A has disappeared) 

Wilkins clearly has several more steps than Traugott (2002), however they both point to the 

same idea; that semantic change is a gradual process that occurs over a long period of time and 

with several stages. That is to say, a word cannot simply go from having meaning A to having 

meaning B. There must be a point where both meanings are used.  

Another study devoted to ongoing semantic change is “Semantic Variation and Change in 

Present Day English” by Justyna Anna Robinson (2010). Robinson focused on ongoing 

semantic change in a number of words in British English. Her data came from replies by 72 

informants to a questionnaire that contained extensive inquiries regarding the informants. These 

questions included education level, job title, postcode of their address and information regarding 

their parents, which both adult and younger informants had to answer. Her main questionnaire 

included the question ”who/what is ___?”. Robinson targeted the things/people described with 

the word rather than the direct meaning, like Wilkins. Robinson chose these questions as she felt 

simply asking "what does ___  mean ?" would be too direct and could influence the speakers. 

She wanted the questions to remain casual to make the language use more natural. Her 

questions were asked three times for each word with a following question of "why is answer 

1/2/3 ___?". Robinson examined the adjectives awesome, chilled, cool, fit, gay, skinny, solid, 

wicked, bouncy, bright, loud, rectangular and stripy/striped. She divided her informants into 

four groups: up to 18, 19-30, 31-60, above 60. She did this because they were more likely to be 

in different financial situations. For example, the youngest group would most likely be living at 

home, the group 19-30 would be living alone, the group 31-60 would have children while those 

older than 60 would be retired. 

Her hypothesis was that "the semantic differences among age groups or generations reflect 

actual diachronic developments of meaning" (Robinson 2010 p.67). So Robinson examined the 

correlation between semantic change and age. Her results support the hypothesis, as they show 

that meaning does change according to the group. 

Robinson's results include more meanings than Wilkins, perhaps due to the structure of her 

questionnaire. Her questions did not limit the possible answers, which means that the data 

collected reflects the true usage of the words as opposed to a preconceived notion. Robinson's 

method also elicits the words the informants typically use. Thus Robinson's questionnaire 
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obtained not only the meaning of the words but also gave the opportunity of examining the 

usage and the referents. I based my model on her questionnaire with a few modifications. 

Robinson has a number of words that have developed evaluative meanings. Word such as cool 

can mean both „chilled‟ and „good/trendy‟. However, Robison's results also show that it is 

difficult to show an overall change trend. Different words change at different paces. Also, many 

words change their meaning but the new meaning is still related to the old one. For example, 

Robinson studied the word skinny and found that younger generations tend to use it in regard to 

latte. We can see that in this case skinny first related to 'not fat', which then was applied to lower 

fat milk which now applies to coffee. Robinson argues that "another possible explanation for the 

slow development of these senses could be related to the fact that these senses are just in the 

early stages of change" (Robinson 2010 p. 131). This is consistent with Wilkens' results, who 

argued that semantic change occurs as a slow process and that there are many stages between a 

word having meaning A and meaning B. Between these two meanings there are several stages 

of words having both meaning A and B, however the dominant meaning changes.  

It would seem that Wilkins and Robinson show that their chosen words are in the middle stages 

of semantic change. As we have seen in the previous sections, there are many words that have 

completely changed their meaning. However this has happened over a very long period of time, 

longer than between 2-3 generations. Thus it appears as though the ongoing semantic change, 

that can be perceived at any moment, is actually one of the intermediate stages of development, 

not the clear cut meaning A and meaning B. These studies investigate a diachronic process 

through the use of a synchronic method. Both Wilkins (1981) and Robinson (2010) do not find 

problems with this however the implications will be discussed further in section 5.2.1.   

2.5 Change process 

When discussing semantic change we must consider that it is not a clear linear process. As 

mentioned previously, a word can go from having meaning A to having meaning B. However 

this does not mean that a disappearance of the primary meaning must occur. A word can move 

to have  two meanings, A and B, and neither of them disappear. Furthermore, a word can have 

meaning A, then meaning A and B and then go back to only having meaning A. Naturally, a 

word can have more than two meanings. This is a simplified example of how change can occur. 

Wilkins (1981) discusses this. According to him, the change process is not truly a change. 

Instead, it is a process during which a word either gains or loses a meaning. A new meaning is 

added, based on the old meaning. The meanings can then go on to several outcomes. The word 

may lose one of its meanings, either the old or the new meaning. The meanings may also form a 

polysemous relationship so neither of the meanings is lost. So instead of the word only having 

one meaning it could become polysemous and have several meanings. Polysemy is also a 

condition for semantic change.  

This means that there are several directions of semantic change. Semantic change is not always 

linear and to see the full change process a word needs to be documented over a very long period 

of time. That way it can be seen whether a word conclusively gains two meanings or if one of 

them is lost.  

Traugott (2005) discusses the Invited Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change. According to it, 

true change only occurs when the old meaning can no longer be used in the same way it was 
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before. It is noted that this process may take a long period of time. This conclusion can be 

compared  to Wilkins' model (1981). Meanings A and B may be related, however they are still 

different to an extent. The change in this case is only complete when meaning A can no longer 

be used in the old context, thus it now has meaning B. Thus we can see that change may occur 

with different results. 

2.6 Polysemy vs. Monosemy 

So far we have discussed the process of semantic change. However, this may also be a very 

complicated and controversial issue, as it is difficult to know when a word has one general 

meaning or several similar meanings. This is an issue of polysemy and monosemy and people 

use different criteria for determining polysemy.  

Traugott (2005) argues that all semantic change arises from polysemy. That is to say, all new 

meanings have some kind of connotation to the previous meaning. An example used is stincan 

„smell (sweet)‟ that became stink „smell bad‟. As previously mentioned, Traugott (2005) also 

argues that this change was not instant but rather it occurred over a longer period of time. 

According to Traugott (2005), Cognitive Linguistics assumes that meanings extend over one 

another and so it is perfectly reasonable that meanings cannot always be clearly separated.  

Koskela and Murphy (2006) tried to find a way to differentiate between polysemy and 

monosemy. The authors asked where the boundary between different meanings and the same 

meaning with different aspects lied. They argued that this difference lies in context. Should a 

meaning of a word only be applicable in certain contexts, it is polysemy. However if there is no 

distinction between the meanings and their use in context, then it is monosemy. 

Maria Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2008) also proposes a method of differentiating between meanings. 

She suggests that syntactic properties need to be studied. Should a word's meaning have 

different syntactic properties, it is polysemous. The example presented is the Russian word plyt', 

which can have the meanings 'swim', 'sail' and 'float' (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2008 p. 9). As these 

three meanings are used in different contexts and are used in different syntactic situations, they 

can be construed as polysemous. However it is important to note that should the morpho-

syntactic context be the same, polysemy can still occur.  

Wilkins (1981) states that polysemy is required in order for semantic change to occur. Wilkins' 

also argues that people tend to be more traditional in their expectations of their own language 

than their actual usage. According to Wilkins, semantic change contains a polysemous stage that 

makes future change possible. Should a word not be polysemous, semantic change cannot 

occur.  

We have seen that it is possible to study ongoing semantic change and it seems to be a process 

with rules rather than a spontaneous process. The following section will present the method and 

all of its components, as well as the relation between the questionnaire used in this thesis and 

those used by Robinson and Wilkins. 
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3. Methods 

This section of the thesis will be devoted to the method employed in the study. Information 

regarding the informants, words, method and questionnaire will be presented. 

3.1 The examined words 

The words that were examined are the following:  fett 'fat', fräck 'impudent', fräsch 'fresh', grym 

'cruel', häftig 'violent' and tajt 'tight'.  Most of these words have dictionary definitions that differ 

to a certain extent depending on the dictionary. In respect to this, several dictionaries were 

consulted and the definitions are presented in the Results section for each word separately. 

These words were chosen out of a personal interest. I have noticed that these words can be used 

quite differently, depending on the speaker. So they were chosen similarly to how Wilkins 

(1981) chose his words, through personal reflection. They are all either adjectives and/or 

adverbs, which means that they are more comparable to Robinson's words, as she also examined 

adjectives. 

I chose not to use Wilkins' method. I thought that the main study in his method was leading 

informant in some direction, as a meaning was already provided. The meaning was obtained in 

the pilot study and informants were then limited to those meanings in the main study. This may 

have provided restricted results. Furthermore, how a person judges their language usage and 

their actual language usage may differ quite greatly. This means that the data is affected by the 

perception of the informants. Finally, Wilkinson‟s questionnaire told the informants what was 

being studied. This may also affect the results, as people may become more self-conscious when 

they know what is being studied. However, while I found his method somewhat uncertain, 

Wilkins (1981) does provide interesting results. 

3.2 Informants 

All of the 49 informants were native Swedish speakers. They were found at universities, at a 

school and in stores. They were all found in the Uppsala region in Sweden. The answers were 

given in the written form in the absence of the interviewer, meaning I was not present when the 

informants filled out the forms. 

I chose to divide the informants into five age groups. They were the following:  

 Under 12 years old 

 Between 13 and 20 years old 

 Between 21 and 39 years old 

 Between 40 and 59 years old 

 Over 60 years old 

This division was based on the fact that these groups were likely to be in different stages in 

education and likely to have a different daily life. They may also reflect different chronological 

layers in how the words have been or are used. Furthermore, the very young informants were at 
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a very intense stage in their language development, so they were separated from the teenagers. 

Additionally, teenagers often have a certain register of their own, which would also serve as an 

interesting perspective. 

Each age group and the number of informants in the groups are shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Number of informants 

Age group Number of informants 

Under 12 years old 7 

Between 13 and 20 years old 11 

Between 21 and 39 years old 10 

Between 40 and 59 years old 9 

Over 60 years old 10 

I chose to exclude the social group/education/income level variable. This was a conscious 

choice as I felt that this thesis should focus on age. Furthermore, it was simply not possible to 

examine all of the variables in a study this size. I also decided not to count the gender variable, 

as it is also not the focus of the study and some informants chose not to tell their gender. So I 

am not aware of the balance of other factors. 

The informants were told how the study would progress and given limited information about 

what was being studied. This was done to lessen the influence of their preconceived notions, 

such as what they should answer as opposed to how they actually would answer in an everyday 

situation. Each informant also signed a consensus letter. They were informed that they could 

stop participating at any point and that their participation was entirely voluntary. The informants 

filled out the questionnaire by themselves, without any influence from me. They were told to fill 

it out alone however the younger informants sometimes disobeyed this instruction and talked to 

each other. No part of this process was recorded as the study was meant to be completely 

anonymous.  

3.3 Materials and data collection 

Firstly, seven  words were chosen for the study fett 'fat', fräck 'impudent', fräsch 'fresh', grym 

'cruel', häftig 'violent', ofräsch 'unfresh' and tajt 'tight'. They were chosen because each word 

covers a wide range of meanings. However, only six words were subject to analysis (vide infra). 

In order to gain insights about the process of meaning change in the chosen words I needed to 

gather the materials myself. I chose to use a questionnaire. This is due to the fact that though 

there are corpora that include Swedish words over a period of time, there are not corpora that 

include the semantic information and data about the informants.  

The same model was used for all words. Each word was given in both neuter and non-neuter 

gender, separated by a slash (e.g. fräsch/fräscht). Some of the questions related to the 

background information of the informants, followed by questions regarding the words. I chose 

to have several questions regarding the background information because I wanted the 

informants to feel that the study was more about them and their opinion, rather than their 

language. This way, the answers may have been more informal than they would have been 
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otherwise. The only data used in the results was the age. The other questions were included to 

divert the focus from the studied words. The following questions were posed: 

 Kön: Man/Kvinna 

'Gender: Man/Woman' 

 När är du född (årtal)?  

'When were you born (year)?' 

 I vilket län är du uppvuxen? 

'In which region did you grow up?' 

 I vilket län bor du nu? 

'In which region do you currently live?' 

 Nuvarande status (studerande, arbetande, pensionerad, annat) 

'Current status (studying, working, retired, other)' 

The main part of the questionnaire contained the following questions: 

 Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara ___?  

'Who/what do you think can be ___' 

 Vem/ vad mer kan vara ___? 

'Who/what else can be ___?' 

 Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara___? 

'Is there anyone/anything else that can be ___?' 

 Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1___? 

'Can you explain you answer 1? Why have you listed answer 1 as ___?' 

 Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 ___? 

'Can you explain you answer 2? Why have you listed answer 2 as ___?' 

 Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 ___? 

'Can you explain you answer 3? Why have you listed answer 3 as ___?' 

The full questionnaire can be found in Appendix I.  

This is an indirect method for understanding meaning change. I chose not to ask outright what 

the word means which resulted in indirect answers. In order to still get a sense of the meaning, I 

chose to have questions regarding both the referents and the explanation. The referents are the 

notions that the informants chose to give as an example of what is ___. The explanations are 

reasons the informant gave for using the referent. An example of this is Kevin Costner ~  bra 

skådis 'Kevin Costner ~  good actor' where 'Kevin Costner' was the referent and the explanation 

for choosing him was that Costner is a 'good actor'. I chose to have two questions because the 

referents are a key to how the words are used however the explanations are needed in order to 

understand why the words are used. So by having two questions about the usage of the words I 

was able to get results about the different aspects of how the words are used. Though I could 
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have had questions about the referents only, it would have been difficult to analyze the results 

without being influenced by my personal understanding of why the word was used. To 

counteract this, the explanations for the referents were asked for. Without these explanations the 

meaning would not be clear and it would not be possible to categorize the results.   

The questionnaire included five questions about the responder, followed by the questions about 

the words. In total six words were examined, with six questions regarding each word. A final 

question was asked at the end of the questionnaire to see whether there was an interesting word 

that I may have missed.  

 Hur kan du beskriva eller karaktärisera olika saker som du tycker om eller inte 

tycker om? 

'How would you describe or characterize different things you like or dislike?' 

However this question proved to be difficult for people to answer and the majority of informants 

did not answer. Thus the answers were impossible to categorize and were not included in the 

results. 

The basic questionnaire was based on Robinson's (2010) questionnaire. A pilot study was first 

conducted, in order to test the questionnaire. In the pilot study one person from each age group 

was considered. Based on the comments and personal observations, the questionnaire was 

slightly altered. The questions in the pilot study asked 'who/what is ____?'. However this proved 

to be a problem as informants sometimes answered with a common saying or phrase rather than 

their own opinion. So the question was changed to 'who/what do you think is ___?'.  

4. Results and analysis 

This part of the thesis will present the data collected. In accordance with the questionnaire, the 

data fall into two groups – referents and explanations. My main focus will be on the referents, or 

rather on the categories of referents that may be identified as being typically characterized by 

each of the word.  For each target word I have gone through all the answers and grouped them 

into usage categories. Some examples of these categories are: experience (sudden) which 

includes such referents as ett plötsligt oväder 'a sudden storm'; things (dirty) which includes 

smutsiga handtag 'dirty handles'; and people/celebrities (good/cool) which includes Cristiano 

Ronaldo and One Direction. In the appendices 2-4 all of the answers can be seen. 

In order to understand not only how the word is used but also why it is used in this manner, both 

the referents and the explanations were included in the analysis. It is not possible to show the 

meaning of the word solely though the uses. 

The referent categories are presented with the meaning in brackets. The referents categories 

show in regard to what the word was used while the meaning is shown in brackets. The results 

were presented this way because it was most logical. In most answers it was not possible to 

understand the referent or the meaning without each other. So I chose to present them together, 

in order to show exactly how the words were used. This way it is clear how the words were 

used. It would not have been possible to understand the meaning of all of the words without 
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including the referent because each individual explanation applied to a specific referent and 

only together did they clearly show the meaning of the word. The meaning in the brackets is 

mainly based on the explanations given by the informants. It was not always possible to 

separate the referent and the meaning as they were related, for example in att man duschar 'that 

one showers'. Here we can see that the referent is an action that also includes the meaning in 

itself. Another example is när mobilen dör 'when the cell phone dies' which is a negative 

experience. There is no clear explanation of the meaning itself and so it is impossible to set a 

clear boundary between referent and meaning. So it was not possible to separate answers and 

explanations because they were not always written separately by the informants. The referents 

and the meanings were provided in some answers as separate units but in some cases it was hard 

to make a distinction between them. Thus I needed to combine the referent categories and 

explanations together, as they were not always separate in the informants' answers.  

The referent categorization and general meanings were chosen based on my intuition, yet they 

were supported by the senses listed in the dictionaries. Each category was a grouping of answers 

related to the same general referent and meaning. The goal of the grouping was to get as few 

categories as possible. The categories should be specific enough so that the reader is able to 

understand what the answer meant. The categories should also be abstract enough to show that 

they could be used in regard to similar referents. The answers to the questions were in some 

cases very specific or very vague. Most words included examples that were quite definite and at 

the same time used by most of the informants. So I was able to categorize the answers. Some 

answers were very unambiguous: given the word grym, a participant gave the answer Zlatan är 

grym 'Zlatan is cool'. This referred to a well-known football player and so this answer was 

placed in the category people (good).  Other answers were much more abstract, such as en grym 

artist 'a cool artist', also placed in the category people (good). The motivation for each category 

will be presented in the result sections. Before every example a code for the informants gender 

and age is given (F/9 thus means a nine year old female; M15e indicates one of several 15 year 

old males). In the cases where both the usage and the explanation are included, the usage comes 

first, followed by a ~ and the explanation. 

Several of the categories were clearly positive or negative while others were neutrally 

descriptive. There were replies that could fit into several categories. However in most cases one 

category was better fitting that the others, so that category was chosen. Furthermore, these 

answers had the same meaning. In the cases where the meaning or the referent was ambiguous 

the replies were sorted into an 'other' category. The first reason for not being able to sort the 

answers into specific categories is that the answer was impossible to interpret, for instance 

because I did not know what the answer meant, even after research. The second reason is that 

the informants did not clarify their use of the word. The third reason is that some data was very 

unique and it was not fully clear why that answer was chosen.  

For each word a table was created. Each row in the table represents a single category. Each 

column represents one of the age groups. The values in each cell are the total number of 

instances where a speaker from a particular age group chose a particular category as a meaning. 

This total number includes all answers given to the three different prompts (i.e. „what can be 

___?‟; „what else can be ___?‟; and „is there anything else that can be ___?‟,   

Each result section below starts with the results from the dictionary study. Three dictionaries 

were consulted: the online Svenska Akademiens Ordbok, Bonniers Svenska Ordbok and 

Gustava Svenska Ordboken. These dictionaries were chosen since they were published in 
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different years and could therefore provide a wider scope of definitions. The online 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok includes definitions from different publishing years and the 

publication date depends on where in the alphabet a word is listed. The year of the dictionary is 

provided next to the definition itself. Bonniers Svenska Ordbok was published in 2006, which 

means that the definitions are quite recent. Gustava Svenska Ordboken was published in 2013 

and it was the most recent dictionary.   

Not all of the definitions in the dictionaries were used as some were repetitive and did not 

provide new insight. Examples of how the words are used were also sometimes provided but I 

chose not to include them as it was irrelevant. 

None of the dictionaries have removed the older meanings. For instance, the meanings 

presented in the oldest dictionary, the online Svenska Akademiens Ordbok, are still present in 

the newer dictionaries. On the other hand, new meanings have been added. This probably shows 

that dictionaries rarely replace older meanings. Furthermore, it would not be surprising if there 

are certain uses that are not yet part of the dictionary definitions and whether age groups reflect 

the spread of definitions in dictionaries of different ages.  

All of the chosen words fulfill Wilkins' (1981) criteria that words undergoing semantic change 

must be polysemous.  

When discussing the dictionaries, I concluded that most of the dictionaries only had few general 

meaning groups for the words considered. The general definitions do not exclude the concept of 

polysemy within a group . These general definitions will be presented together with all of the 

definitions and the results. 

A problem that arose when comparing dictionaries is that it was not always clear what the 

dictionaries themselves considered as polysemy. The dictionaries did not follow the same 

system, which means that it was sometimes difficult to analyze them. Some dictionaries used a 

number system for presenting polysemy while other dictionaries used punctuation.  

The dictionary definitions will be presented in the results section for each word separately. The 

senses listed in the dictionary for each word can then be compared with the actual categories 

found in the study. 

Though the questionnaire included the word ofräsch I chose not to include it in the analysis. 

This is due to the fact that ofräsch was not found in any of the dictionaries and it did not yield 

interesting results later on. Thus ofräsch will not be part of the further analysis.  

4.1 Word referents and meanings 

4.1.1 Fett 

The first word is fett. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in table 2. In this and 

analogous tables further on, the translations were done by me. 
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Table 2: Dictionary definitions for fett. 

Definitions of the word fett 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 

Bonniers 

Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava Svenska 

Ordboken 

(1924): " 1. om levande varelse: som bar mycket fett 

på kroppen o. därför är fyllig 2. erinrande om 

sådant som förekommer hos feta personer.3. tjock, 

fyllig" 

 

Fet: tjock, med 

hög fetthalt, 

oljig, flottig, 

(vard. 

förstärkande) 

mycket bra 

Fet: 1. tjock, 

fläskig, fyllig, 2. 

näringsrik, 3. rik, 

givande, 4. grov,5.  

stor 

Translation: 1. of living creature: who wears a lot of 

fat on the body and therefore is robust. 2. recalling 

that which occurs in obese people 3. fat, ample 

Translation: 

thick, high fat 

content, oily, 

greasy, 

(colloquial, 

strengthening) 

very good 

Translation: 1. 

thick, fleshy, 

plump, 2. 

nutritious, 3. rich, 

fruitful, 4. coarse, 

5. large 

 

Here we can see that the meanings are 'thick', 'large', 'robust', 'greasy'  and 'very'. The first three 

are quite similar. The fourth meaning is slightly different, as it is used to describe food and other 

greasy things while the other meanings cannot be used to describe food. However the main 

difference is that in 1924 the meaning 'very' was not included in the dictionary. This is clearly a 

change as these meanings cannot replace each other.  For example, based on my perception I 

think that the phrase fett bra now means 'very good' rather than 'greasy good'. Of course, there 

can be some connection between the meanings 'large' and 'very', however they are still quite 

different and are used in different contexts. Thus this word is polysemous. So we can see that 

fett has three meanings at most; 'fat', 'greasy' and also when it is used as an adverb. I chose these 

three meaning groups because the definitions are quite similar.  'Thick', 'large' and 'robust' refer 

to being overweight. 'Greasy' is different as it refers to something being covered in grease rather 

than being overweight. Finally, fett is also used as an adverb, which is very different from the 

other uses. Thus three general groups can be distinguished.  

The quantitative data for the word fett are shown in table 3. The categories found include 

celebrities (cool), living creature (obese), food (greasy), things (cool), experiences 

(cool/positive), things (large), things (dirty) and very. The total number of the categories is 

eight. 

Some examples of the categories are:  

 living creature (obese) includes F/10 en gris 'a pig' and M/10 en tjock man 'a obese man' 

All of the answers included in this category needed to mention people or animals. The 

explanation then needed to mention that the person or animal is considered fat, for example 

by using the word tjock 'fat' and explanations such as äter mycket 'eats a lot'.  
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 food (greasy) includes F/9 pommes ~ väldigt fettigt 'very fatty' and F/40 en maträtt ~ 

innehåller mycket fett 'a dish that contains a lot of fat' 

The answers in this category needed to mention food in some manner. The answers could be 

general, en maträtt 'a dish' or more specific such as mentioning a certain dish. The answers 

or the explanation also needed to mention that the food was considered to contain a lot of 

grease or to be fatty. 

 things (cool) includes F/14 b coola fordon 'cool vehicles' and F/14 b elektronik ~  stora 

platta TV 'electronics big flat TVs' 

This category included answers that talked about items. They could be any sort of item and 

the answer or the explanation needed to mention that the thing was considered 'cool', for 

example by using the word cool. 

 experiences (cool/positive) includes M/15 b att spela gitarr ''to play the guitar' and F/10 att 

träffa One Direction 'to meet One Direction' 

These answers were experiences of some kind. The answers had to be explained in a 

manner that made it clear that the experience is considered positive, for example by using 

the word cool 'cool'. 

 things (large) includes F/36 en ring~ stor [...] 'a ring large' and M/67 penseldrag ~ [...] 

tjock 'thick brushstrokes' 

The answers included in this category were items and other inanimate things that were 

explained as being thick or large in some manner. 

 very includes F/51 fett bra ~ mycket bra 'very good' and F/68 förstärker ordet snygg 

'emphasizes the word good-looking' 

This category includes all of the answers where fett was not used as an adjective but rather 

as an adverb with the meaning 'very'. The explanation also had to mention that the word 

means 'very', such as by correlating it with the word väldigt 'very'. 

 things (dirty) includes F/44 smutsiga handtag 'dirty handles' and M/62 fett hår 'greasy hair' 

The answers in this category were items that were specifically mentioned as being dirty. If 

the items were not specified as being dirty, they were not included in the category. 

 Other includes the uncategorized words bälte 'belt', lår 'thigh', hudkräm 'handcream' and 

något gott 'something good'. These answers were very unusual and unlike the other 

answers. With the first answer, it was not clear as to why they were fett. The other answers 

were understandable but only through assumption. The informants did not explicitly state 

their reasoning which meant that I could not categorize their answers without making 

assumptions. It also includes the answer Justin Bieber since this was only used as an 

example twice. 

We saw that there are general meanings that can be found for each word. I chose to relate all of 

the categories to these general meaning, which will be displayed at the beginning of each table.   

We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For fett 

there are three main dictionary senses. In Table 3, letter A represents the general meaning fett 

'fat' and the letter B represents the general meaning fettig 'greasy' . The letter C represents the 

cases when fett was used as an adverb and the letter D represents meanings that were not found 
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in the dictionaries. There were cases when fett was used in an unusual way, a way that was 

used only once or when the meaning was not clear. These cases were sorted into an “Other” 

category. 

Table 3: Fett answers, the letter A represents the general meaning 'fat', the letter B represents 

'greasy', the letter C represents the cases when it was used as an adverb and the letter D represents 

positive meanings that were not found in the dictionaries.   

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  
 

<12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percentage 

A Living creature 

(obese) 

10 12 9 8 8 47 

36% 

A Things (large) 0 0 2 1 3 6 5% 

B Food (greasy) 5 12 11 7 10 45 34% 

B Things (dirty) 0 1 1 4 0 6 5% 

C Very (adverb) 0 1 0 1 3 5 4% 

D Things (cool) 0 5 3 0 0 8 6% 

D Experiences 

(cool/positive) 

3 1 3 0 0 7 

5% 

 Other 3 1 0 1 1 6 5% 

 Sum of replies 21 33 29 22 25 130 100 % 

 

We can see that similar categories were used in regard to the word fett. The category that was 

most used was 'food', thus any mention of food, such as pizza 'pizza', kakor 'cookies', smör 

'butter' and so on. Overall there does seem to be a shift in meaning, as the meaning 'cool' is only 

used by those aged 39 or younger. Otherwise, the meanings are fairly stable and related. The 

older meanings were still used by the younger age groups. What is interesting to note is that 

mainly only the two oldest groups used the word as 'very', for example fett coolt would mean 

'very cool', with the exception being one informant between 13-20. This only appears in the 

newer dictionaries and yet it was used by the older group.  

When comparing my results to the definitions found in the dictionaries, we can see that a large 

shift has not occurred. The main definitions are 'greasy' and 'fat', which were the meanings used 

by all age groups. There is a clear distinction in that the meaning 'cool' was only used by those 

younger than 39 and this definition could not be found in any of the dictionaries. Though my 

method did not yield obvious definitions, it is still clear that the meaning was positive and has 

nothing to do with grease and this meaning was not found in the dictionaries. The quantitative 

analysis of the collected data shows that there are only two frequently used (≥10%) categories 

of the studied words (see the last column in table 3).   

The quantitative analysis of the results from table 3 is provided in figure 1. The graphical data 

show the percentage in relation to the total amount of answers. The order of the categories 

follows the ranking of the percentage of their occurrences (last column in table 3). The category 

titles have been shortened to accommodate the figure legends. These rules are also used for 

fig.2-6. 
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Figure 1: Percentage of answers in the fett categories in relation to age groups 

 

We can see that most of the age groups use the categories 'living creature (obese)', 'food 

(greasy)' and 'things (cool)'. For all  the age groups we observe several frequently used 

categories. From table 3 we can see that there are two meaning, 'living creature (obese)' and 

'food (greasy)' that are used much more often in general, regardless of the age group. These two 

categories have also peak values for all age groups considered. However within each age group 

there are minor peaks that do not belong to the two mentioned categories. For instance, for the 

age  >60 there is a small peak for the meaning 'C: Very'. Several small peaks are also found for 

other ages. This means that each age group has a preferred referent and meaning that may not 

belong to the widely used meanings. 

4.1.2 Fräck 

The second word is fräck. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in table 4.  
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Table 4: Dictionary definitions for fräck. 

Definitions of the word fräck 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 
Bonniers Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava Svenska 

Ordboken 

(1926): "1. rask, hurtig, käck; överdådig, 

dristig, 2. djärv l. tilltagsen på ett sätt som 

öppet trotsar lag, sed, samvete o. d.; skamlös, 

oblyg; oförskämd, oförsynt; stundom: cynisk, 

oanständig; särsk. ifråga om tal l. uppträdande 

l. åtbörder l. dyl." 

oförskämd, 

skamlös, 

framfusig 

1. oförskämd, skamlös, 

oblyg, 2. ekivok, 

obscen, 3. (vard.) 

snygg, häftig 

Translation: 1. unexpected, brisk, dashing; 

sumptuous, bold, 2. bold or enterprising in a 

manner that openly defies the law, custom, 

conscience; shameless, immodest; rude, 

inconsiderate; sometimes: cynical, raunchy; 

especially in terms of speech or behavior or 

gestures etc. 

Translation: rude, 

shameless, 

cheeky 

Translation:  1. rude, 

shameless, unashamed, 

2. risqué, obscene, 3. 

(colloquial) stylish, 

funky 

 

The two older dictionaries have similar definitions, such as 'rude' and 'shameless'. The newest 

dictionary also has these meanings. However the newest dictionary also has the meanings 

'stylish' and 'funky' which are very different from the older meanings. So the meaning has 

changed and fräck is also an example of polysemy. Fräck only has two general meanings, 'rude' 

and 'funky'. 'Rude' was chosen because it is very similar to 'shameless' or 'cheeky'.  'Funky' was 

chosen because 'stylish' and 'funky' are very similar and seem to have the same references.  

The results for the word fräck are shown in table 5. The categories found for this word include 

people (dirty), animals (bad), behavior (rude), people (bad behavior), things (good), experience 

(bad) and people (good). The total number of the categories is six. Some examples of the 

answers included in the categories were:   

 people (dirty) includes F/9 en man ~ smutsig 'a man dirty' 

The answers in this category include any mention of people that are in some way described 

as being dirty.  

 animals (bad) includes M/10 myggor ~ [...]  dumma vampyrer 'mosquitoes stupid vampires' 

and F/10 björnar ~  dom kan döda människor 'bears they can kill people' 

This category includes answers that mention animals. There was a variety of reasons why 

they were negative so a more general category was created to show that these animals were 

thought of in a bad way. 

 behavior (bad) includes M/12 att sno 'to swipe' and M/10 att puttas 'to be pushed' 

The answers in this category include different acts or behaviors that is considered bad. 

There was also a variety of actions and so this general category was created to show that the 

behavior is thought of as bad. 
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 things (good) includes F/15 c apple ~  produkter bra 'apple products good' and F/12 a båtar 

~  dem går fort 'boats they go fast' 

The answers in this category include items that were positive for some reason. The 

reasoning was very varied however this category shows that the items are considered good. 

 people (good) includes F/66 a Kevin Costner ~  bra skådis 'Kevin Costner good actor' and  

F/12 a Alex [...] ~ han är stark 'Alex he is strong' 

This category includes answers about people, both celebrities and not, that are considered 

good for a variety of reasons. The answer needed to be specified as positive either in the use 

or in the explanation. 

 experience (bad) includes F/15 b när mobilen dör 'when the cell phone dies' 

This category includes answers that mentioned occurrences that one might experience. They 

then had be described as being clearly negative, either in the use or the explanation. 

 Other includes the unsorted answers kaffe det kan vara hett 'coffee it can be hot', sjukdom 

man är hemma hela dan sickness you are home all day', ove sundberg se på solsidan ' ove 

sundberg look on the sunny side', någon som är häftig aldrig använt själv 'someone who is 

häftig I have never used it myself'. These answers were not categorized as it was unclear 

why they were used as fräck. The last answer says that the person does not use the word 

themselves, so it is not a representation of their use of the word. It also includes en man ~ 

smutsig 'a man dirty'. Though the meaning is clear, it was only used once and is thus not in 

a separate category.  

We saw that there are general meanings that can be found for each word. I chose to relate all of 

the categories to these general meaning, which will be displayed at the beginning of each table.   

We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For fräck 

there are two main dictionary senses. In Table 5, letter A represents the general meaning bra 

'good' and the letter B represents the general meanings that are negative, such as 'rude'. There 

were cases when fräck was used in an unusual way, a way that was used only once or when the 

meaning was not clear. These cases were sorted into an “Other” category. 

Table 5: Fräck answers, the letter A represents the general meaning bra 'good' and other positive 

meanings while the letter B represents meanings that are negative, such as oförskämd 'rude'. The 

categories are listed in descending order from most to least frequent answers. 

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  <12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percent

age 

A Things (good) 1 7 4 8 11 31 27% 
A People (good) 0 1 3 1 4 9 8% 
B Behavior (rude) 6 11 12 14 13 56 48% 
B Experience (bad) 0 9 1 1 0 11 10% 
B Animals (bad) 3 0 1 0 0 4 3% 
 Other 3 1 1 0 0 5 4% 
 Sum of replies 13 29 22 24 28 116 100 % 
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Fräck was one of the more consistent words in regard to referents. All age groups used it in 

regard to a person who does something negative or 'rude'. All groups also used it in regard to a 

good things. Otherwise all ages used this in both a positive and negative manner. This 

corresponds with the dictionaries to an extent. While they do provide the same negative 

meaning, the positive meaning is much more limited in the dictionary. People tend to use it in a 

wider variety of situations with more meanings. This could be an example of the middle of the 

semantic change process, as the meanings were fairly equally used. 

It is interesting to note that there is a word fräckis that means 'dirty joke'. It is a category of 

jokes with sexual context and it can affect people's referents to the adjective.  

We can compare these results to those found in the dictionaries. All of the meanings found in 

this thesis are present in the dictionaries. My method did yield more general meanings rather 

than the specific definitions however there were correlations and we could see whether the word 

had a positive or negative meaning. Fräck had a negative meaning for all age groups and these 

meanings were used with a higher frequency than the positive meanings, at least in the first 

answers. However fräck was also used with a positive meaning, though interestingly enough 

less so by the youngest speakers, those younger than 13. The quantitative analysis of the 

collected data shows that there are only three frequently used (≥10%) categories of the studied 

words (see the last column in table 5).   

 

Figure 2: Percentage of answers in the fräck categories in relation to age groups 
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The quantitative analysis of the results from table 5 is provided in figure 2. Figure 2 shows that 

the category 'behaviour (rude)' is the most used category by all age groups. Furthermore, 'thing 

(good)' is a second peak for all age groups older than 13. The group younger than 12 used fräck 

as a second frequent meaning to refer to animals with a bad meaning and to 'other' category, i.e. 

the one I was not able to define. The oldest group also uses fräck for people with a good 

meaning. Overall, this shows that different referents sometimes use this word with differing 

meanings.  

4.1.3 Fräsch 

The third word examined is fräsch. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in table 6. 

  

Table 6: Dictionary definitions for fräsch. 

Definitions of the word fräsch 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 

Bonniers 

Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava 

Svenska 

Ordboken 

(1926): " om person (ngt vard.) : (ungdomlig o. på 

grund därav) med ett ungdomligt l. friskt l. 

strålande utseende; om sak: ny o. på grund därav 

frisk, som ger ett intryck att vara ny o. frisk, ny, 

obegagnad." 

frisk, 

blomstrande, 

ny, ungdomlig 

frisk, ren, 

välvårdad, ny 

Translation: of a person (somewhat colloquial): 

(youthful and because of it) with a youthful or 

healthy or  radiant appearance; concerning thing: 

new and because of that healthy, that gives an 

impression of being new and fresh, new, unused. 

Translation:  

healthy, 

thriving, new, 

youthful 

Translation: 

fresh, clean, 

well groomed, 

new 

 

Here we can see that in all three dictionaries the meanings are fairly similar, such as 'fresh', 

'new', 'healthy'. The definitions from table 6 show that fräsch is slightly complicated, as these 

meaning are quite similar. However, this case is similar to the example presented by 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2008), who differentiated meanings by observing the syntactic properties. 

These meanings are still different enough that their use would depend on the situation. So this 

could be an example of polysemy.  

We must notice that, at least according to the dictionaries, a change has not occurred in the 

meaning of fräsch between 1926 and 2013. On the other hand, this is one of the words where I 

have heard it being used in a different manner such as meaning 'cool', that is not defined in 

dictionaries. So according to the dictionaries, fräsch only has one general meaning, 'fresh'. I 

chose to only have one group as it is not clear where the distinction between 'fresh' and 'new' 

and 'fresh' and 'healthy' lies. They are very similar and thus can be combined into one general 

group. 
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The results for the word fräsch are shown in table 7.  The categories found for this word include 

smells (nice), showering/being clean, thing (nice/positive), things (clean), food (light/positive), 

places (positive), people (positive) and other. There are several categories that have the meaning 

'clean'. Though they can be combined into one category, I thought it would be best to separate 

them in order to show more clearly how the words were used. The total number of the 

categories is eight. 

Some of the answers included in the categories include:  

 smells (nice) includes F/51 luktar gott 'smells nice' and F/56 doftar gott 'smells nice'  

This category includes answers that mentioned smells or the act of smelling. The answers 

then had to be specifically mentioned as being pleasant or good, such as through the word 

gott 'nice'.  

 showering/being clean includes F/10 att man duschar 'that one showers' and F/9  när man 

har tvettat sig 'when one has had a wash' 

This category includes all answers that involved the act of showering or a person who is 

clean. The answer needed to specify that the person is clean, for example through words 

such as ren 'clean' or tvättad 'washed'. 

 things (clean) includes F/37 nytvättade lakan 'freshly washed sheets' and F/9 nytvettad 

tröja 'freshly washed shirt' 

This category includes all answers that mention items that have been washed or are clean. 

So either the use or the explanation had to mention that the object is freshly washed or 

clean, such as through the word nytvättade 'freshly washed'. 

 things (nice/positive) includes M/11 tröja~  fin 'shirt nice' and F/44 vackra blommor 

'beautiful flowers' 

This category includes all answers that mentioned items that were considered nice or 

positive in some manner other than being clean. So either the use or the explanation had to 

include words that are clearly positive, for example word such as fin 'nice' and vackra 

'beautiful'.  

 people (positive) includes F/15 b min kusin ~ helt perfekt 'my cousin completely perfect' 

This category includes all answers that mentioned people. This could mention either names 

or unspecified people. They then had to be mentioned in a positive manner, either in the use 

or the explanation.  

 food (light/positive) includes F/14 b mat ~ färsk [...] 'food fresh'  

The answers included in this category mentioned food, either specified or in general. The 

answer also had to be specified as being light in some manner or clearly positive, through 

other words. For example, färsk 'fresh' is clearly a positive explanation. 

 places (positive) includes F/51 lägenhet ~ ljus och fin 'apartment light and nice' 

This category includes answers regarding locations that were positive in some manner, such 

as being nice or clean. This was expressed through words such as fin 'nice' or ren 'clean'. 

 Other includes the unsorted answers något som är uppiggande 'something that is 

refreshing' , crème fräsch heter så 'creme fresh it's called that', killar med snyggt hår 'guys 
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with nice hair'. These answers were not categorized as they were unlike the other answers 

and it was not clear why they were written as being fräsch, at least without making 

assumptions.  

We saw that there are general meanings that can be found for each words. I chose to relate all 

of the categories to these general meaning, which will be displayed at the beginning of each 

table.   

We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For fräsch 

there is one main dictionary sense. In Table 7, letter A represents the general meaning 'fresh' 

and the letter B represents the general meanings that were positive and did not mean 'fresh'. 

There were cases when fräsch was used in an unusual way, a way that was used only once or 

when the meaning was not clear. These cases were sorted into an “Other” category. 

 

Table 7: Fräsch answers, the letter A represents the general meaning 'fresh' and the letter B 

represents meanings that are positive and are not related to being 'fresh'.   

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  <12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percent

age 

A Things (clean) 3 7 5 1 4 20 15% 
A Showering/being 

clean 

8 4 2 4 3 21 
16% 

B Smells (nice) 7 9 3 6 4 29 22% 
B Thing 

(nice/positive) 

1 8 1 3 8 21 
16% 

B Food 

(light/positive) 

0 1 7 5 5 18 
13% 

B People (positive) 0 2 6 3 3 14 10% 
B Places (positive) 1 1 2 3 0 7 5% 

 Other 0 4 0 0 0 4 3% 
 Sum of replies 20 36 26 25 27 134 100 % 

 

Here we can see that the younger age groups tended to have fewer uses of the word. Overall, the 

meanings 'nice' and 'clean' were used by all age groups. However the meanings were used in a 

more limited way. This could again point to an ending change. The groups that were most used 

were regarding people and smells. 'People' included any answers about people, such as 

människor 'people' and 'smells' included answers such as en god doft 'a nice smell'. Furthermore 

only those between 13 and 20 used fräsch in an unusual way, as seen in the Other category.  

We can also compare these results to the definitions found in the dictionaries. The meanings 

found in my study do not differ from the definitions, with the main meanings being 'clean' and 

other general meanings. There is also no clear distinction between how the age groups use 

fräsch differently. The quantitative analysis of the collected data shows that there are six 

frequently used (≥10%) categories of the studied words (see the last column in table 7).   
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Figure 3: Percentage of answers in the fräsch categories in relation to age groups 

 

The quantitative analysis of the results from table 7 is provided in figure 3. The figure shows 

that all age groups have peaks in differing categories. Still, all the peak answers have positive 

meaning despite different referents. It is interesting to note that  the cumulative percentages for 

each category are similar (table 7). However, each age group displays its own peak for the 

preferred referent and meaning. Thus, though there may be a general trend to how fräsch is 

used, semantic change is apparently observed because the age groups show different preferred 

uses.  

4.1.4 Grym 

The fourth word examined was grym. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in table 8.  
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Table 8: Dictionary definitions for grym. 

Definitions of the word grym 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 

Bonniers 

Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava Svenska 

Ordboken 

(1929): "1. som är fylld med (stor) vrede (över 

ngt), (mycket) förtörnad, förgrymmad., 2. 

fasansfull, fruktansvärd, förskräcklig, förfärlig, 

faslig; gruvlig; äv. i fråga om utseende: bister., 

3. som har ett i hög grad frånstötande l. 

obehagligt utseende, vederstygglig, "ryslig", ful 

Hård o. elak, 

omänsklig, 

hemsk, svår 

mycket hjärtlös, 

omänsklig, brutal, 

känslolös (vard.) himla 

bra, kanonbra, super, 

häftig 

Translation: 1. Which is filled with (large) 

anger (over something), (very) angry, enraged.; 

2. Horrendous, terrible, awful, terrible, 

dreadful; cruel; also in terms of appearance: 

grim. 3. having a highly repulsive or unpleasant 

appearance, execrable, "terrible", ugly. 

Translation: 

Hard and evil, 

inhuman, 

horrible, 

difficult  

Translation: very 

heartless, inhumane, 

brutal, callous 

(colloquial) amazingly 

good, very good, super, 

cool 

 

The dictionaries from 1929 and 2006 have similar definitions, such as 'cruel' and 'horrible'. 

These meanings are similar. However if we look at the dictionary from 2013 we can see that 

new meanings have been added, such as 'cool', 'amazingly good' and 'super'. This is quite 

different from the older definitions and they cannot be used in the same context. Thus a change 

has occurred and grym is an example of polysemy. Grym also seems to have only two general 

meanings, 'mean' and 'good'. These two groups were chosen because they represent the basic 

meaning of all of the definitions. Firstly, 'cruel' and 'horrible' are similar and both of them entail 

the concept of 'mean'. Similarly, 'amazingly good' and 'super' are all varying degrees of the same 

concept, the general meaning 'good'.  

The results for the word grym are shown in table 9. The categories found for this word are 

experience (good), things (good), being good at something, people (mean), people (good), 

experience (bad), very and other. The total number of the categories is eight. Some examples of 

the answers included in the categories are:  

 being good at something  includes M/15 e jag är bäst på ishockey 'I am the best at ice 

hockey' and F/9 simmare ~ simmar otroligt bra 'swimmers swim very well' 

This category includes answers that mentioned people who are not celebrities, who are good 

at doing something. It does not matter what they are good at, just that they are not 

celebrities.  

 experience (good) includes F/24 en upplevelse ~  rolig och händelserik 'an experience fun 

and eventful and M/56 en otroligt bra upplevelse 'an incredibly good experience' 

The answers in this category mentioned experiences that were specifically mentioned as 

being positive in some manner, such as through words like rolig 'fun' and bra 'good'. 
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 things (good) include F/15 e coola kläder 'cool clothes' and F/10 ballonger ~  dom kan 

flyga 'balloons they can fly' 

This category includes answers that mentioned items that were considered positive. There 

were very many varying reasons for an item being positive so this general category was 

created. The item needed to be specified as being positive in either the use or the 

explanation. 

 people (mean) includes M/22 en person ~ elak 'a person mean' and F/14 a någon är elak 

'when someone is mean' 

The answers in this category mentioned people that were specified as being mean or cruel in 

some manner, such as through the word elak 'mean'. 

 very includes F/14 a grymt bra ~  jätte bra 'good very good' 

This category includes all of the answers where the grym was used as an adverb instead of 

an adjective. The answer also had to be very clear that the word is used to mean 'very', for 

example by comparing it to the word jätte 'very'. 

 experience (bad) includes M/15 a halshuggning ~  död 'decapitation dead' 

The answers in this category include occurrences that one might experience that are clearly 

thought of as something negative, either due to the action or due to the results of the action. 

 people (good) includes M/57 [...] en artist ~  extra bra 'an artist extra good' 

The answers in this category include people that were thought of in a positive manner, for a 

variety of reasons. There were several reasons for this positive outlook so this general 

category was created. It is interesting to note that informants younger than 20 only 

mentioned celebrities. 

 Other includes the unsorted answers grisar dom grymtar 'pigs they grunt', dubbelvolt med 

halfskruv ' double volts with half screw', Ana- Maria Schött inga kommentarer 'Ana-Maria 

Schött no comments', när man är grym är man badass 'you are grym when you are badass', 

piercing tänker så 'piercing I think so'. The first answer used the word as a verb and a 

partial homonym meaning 'grunt', so it could not be counted. The rest of the answers were 

not given a reason as to why they are grym. Thus they could not be categorized. It was also 

not always clear what the answers mean and some answers were hard to interpret.  

We saw that there are general meanings that can be found for each words. I chose to relate all 

of the categories to these general meaning, which will be displayed at the beginning of each 

table.   

We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For grym 

there are two main dictionary senses. In Table 9, letter A represents the general meaning bra 

'good' and the letter B represents the general meaning elak 'mean'. The letter C represents the 

cases when grym was used as an adverb. There were cases when grym was used in an unusual 

way, a way that was used only once or when the meaning was not clear. These cases were 

sorted into an “Other” category. 
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Table 9: Grym answers, the letter A represents meanings such as 'good' and the letter B represents 

the general meaning 'mean'.  The letter C represents the answers where the word was used as an 

adverb.  

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  <12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percent

age 

A Things (good) 5 2 5 5 4 21 17% 
A Experience (good) 4 7 4 2 0 17 14% 
A People (good) 4 3 4 1 4 16 13% 
A Being good at 

something 

4 6 1 0 0 11 
9% 

B People (mean) 0 8 8 6 7 29 24% 
B Experience (bad) 0 1 0 7 6 14 11% 
C Very 0 2 1 2 4 9 7% 
 Other 2 4 0 0 0 6 5% 
 Sum of replies 19 33 23 23 25 123 100% 

 

We can see that this word has severely changed it meaning and referent. For the youngest group, 

this word only meant something positive. This word began to have a negative connotation for 

those older than 13. The oldest group mainly used this as a negative word with meanings such 

as 'cruel' with a few positive uses. If we compare this to the dictionaries we can see that only the 

newest dictionary includes the meanings used by the youngest group.  This could be an example 

of the middle of a change process when the older meaning was less used by the younger age 

groups, however it was still used.  

If we compare these results to the definitions found in the dictionaries we can see that there is a 

similarity. While the dictionaries give clear definitions, it was difficult to obtain such clear 

meanings with my method. On the other hand, my method did show whether the word was used 

in a positive or negative manner. Those younger than 13 did not use this word in a negative 

manner, though negative definitions were found in all dictionaries. Grym was used in a positive 

manner by all age groups, however the informants older than 40 used the word as a negative 

word more often than as a positive word. The quantitative analysis of the collected data shows 

that there are five frequently used (≥10%) categories of the studied words (see the last column 

in table 9).   
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Figure 4: Percentage of answers in the grym categories in relation to age groups 

 

The quantitative analysis of the results from table 9 is provided in figure 4. We can see for grym 

that most of the age groups overall do not have strictly defined preferences in using this word 

among the categories considered. Table 9 also shows that the total percentage for every category 

is quite similar. However,  the age groups have their peaks at differing categories (figure 4), 

which implies differing preferred referents and meanings. This also means that while there are 

referents and meanings that are widely used in general, certain semantic differences among age 

groups occur. For instance, the informants of the age less than 12 only use grym with a positive 

meaning. On the other hand, the groups older than 12 use grym in a negative sense with regard 

to people (assessing them being mean) whereas two groups of informants older than 40 use this 

word also to describe negative experiences.   

4.1.5 Häftig 

The fifth word that was examined was häftig. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in 

Table .  
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Table 10: Dictionary definitions for häftig. 

 

Definitions of the word häftig 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 
Bonniers Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava Svenska 

Ordboken 

(1932): "1. om sak, tillstånd, värksamhet o. d.: 

som äger l. sker l. göres l. värkar med våldsam 

kraft l. intensitet; våldsam, mycket kraftig l. 

stark; äv. (i sht i fråga om rörelse l. 

förflyttning) med mer l. mindre starkt bibegrepp 

av hastighet, förr stundom övergående i bet.: 

bråd, rask; numera fullt brukligt bl. i den mån 

begreppet av våldsamhet l. intensitet 

framträder för medvetandet." 

intensiv, våldsam, 

plötslig, hetsig, 

(vard.) tuff, 

modern, tjusig. 

1. Kraftig, plötslig, 

våldsam, stark, hård, 

2. (vard.) helskön, tuff, 

cool, ball 

Translation: 1. about thing, condition, activities 

ect: which owns or occurs or is done or acts 

violently or intensity; violent, very strong or 

strong; and (in regard to displacement or 

movement) with more or less strong 

connotation of speed, before transient in 

meaning: sudden, quick; nowadays fully used 

among the concept of violence or intensity 

apparent to consciousness. 

Translation: 

intense, violent, 

sudden, 

impetuous, 

(colloquial) too 

cool, modern, 

swanky. 

Translation: 1. Strong, 

sudden, violent, 

strong, hard, 2. 

(colloquial) nice, too 

cool, cool, cool 

 

For häftig all three dictionaries include meanings such as 'intense', 'violent', 'sudden' and 

'strong'. If we look at the older definition, from 1932, and compare it to those from 2006 and 

2013 we can see that several new definitions have been added. These meanings, such as 'nice', 

'modern', 'swanky' are clearly very different from the previous definitions. They are also used in 

very different contexts. The older meaning can be used to describe a sudden storm while the 

new meanings may be used to describe nice clothing. Cleary, a change in meaning has occurred 

and it is a case of polysemy. So overall we can see that there are two meanings for häftig, the 

first being våldsamt 'violent' and the second being an overall positive meaning. I chose these 

two general groups because they are the most common definitions as well as the most general 

ones. We can see that definitions such as 'intense', 'violent', 'sudden' and 'strong' are all quite 

similar and can refer to the same situation. For instance, in Swedish all of these meanings are 

included when discussing häftig weather. The positive aspect mostly refers to being 'cool' or 

'swanky', which are very similar.  

The results for the word häftig are shown in table 11. The categories found for this word include 

experience (good), things (cool), people (positive), experience (large/sudden), people (negative) 

and other. The total number of the categories is five. 

In order to understand the categories better, some examples of answers will be given for each 

category. The examples are: 

 things (cool) includes F/9 xgames ~ woow coolt 'xgames woow cool' and M/10 spel ~ det 

kan finnas monster i de 'games there can be monster in them' 
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This category included all of the answers and explanations that talked about things that were 

specifically explained as being cool in some manner. 

 experience (good) includes M/15d resa ~ roligt att resa [...] 'traveling fun to travel [...]' and 

F/9 hesthoppning 'horsejumping' 

This category only included answers that were experiences of some kind. So it either 

included moments or activities that could be experienced. They furthermore had to be 

explained in a manner that made it clear that the experience is considered positive in some 

way, for example by using the word roligt 'fun'. 

 experience (large/sudden) includes F/44 naturfenomen~ mäktig känsla att uppleva 'natural 

phenomena is a powerful feeling to experience' and M/67 ett oväder~ plötsligt [...] 'a storm 

sudden [...]' 

This category also included answers that mentioned moments or actions that one 

experiences. However what differentiated this category from the category experiences 

(good) is that these categories were not necessarily positive or negative. They were talked 

about being large scale or sudden. So here the word häftig was used as a neutral description 

rather than having a positive or negative connotation. 

 people (positive) includes M/64 typ ~ intressant 'interesting fellow' and F/40 en person  ~ 

sticker ut på ett positivt sätt 'a person who stands out in a positive way' 

The answers in this category needed to mention people. Any word could be used that talks 

about people, for example typ 'fellow' or person 'person'.  The explanation for the use then 

had to specifically say that a person is häftig in a positive manner. If the explanation was 

vague or it was unclear whether the word was used in a positive manner, the use was not 

included in the category. It is interesting to note that speakers younger than 20 only talked 

about celebrities in this category. 

 people (negative) includes M/67 en person ~ obehärskad 'a person uncontrolled' 

This category also included uses where people were given as an example. The difference 

between this category and the previous category is that the explanations for this category 

needed to specifically say that the person was viewed in a negative manner. 

 Other includes answers that could not be categorized into other groups, such as: drakar 

'dragons', att vi bor på ett klot ' that we live on a sphere ', aciro. The first two answers were 

very unusual and they could not be sorted into a specific category. It was also not clear 

exactly why they were häftig. It was not clear what the third answer meant.  

We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For häftig 

there are two main dictionary senses. In table 11, the letter A represents meanings that are 

positive and the letter B represents the general meaning våldsamt 'violent' and other related 

meanings such as kraftig 'strong' and plötslig 'sudden'. There was a single use of häftig as a 

negative evaluation of a person, and due to the scarcity of such responses this has been entered, 

together with three unclassifiable uses, into an “Other” category. 
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Table 11: Häftig answers. The letter A represents meanings that are positive and the letter B 

represents the general meaning 'violent' and other related meanings.  

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  
 

<12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percentage 

A Experience (good) 12 11 10 8 8 49 37% 

A People (positive) 3 11 6 9 4 33 25% 

A Things (cool) 4 10 9 4 3 30 23% 

B 
Experience 

(large/sudden) 
0 0 1 5 9 15 

11% 

 Other 1 3 0 0 1 5 4% 

 

Sum of replies 20 35 26 26 25 132 100 % 

 

From table 11 we can draw the conclusion that häftig has both positive and negative senses. The 

negative senses included 'sudden', as this tended to be related to sudden storms and moods, such 

as väder 'weather' and humör 'temper'. The positive senses included 'cool' such as xgames ~ 

woow coolt 'xgames woow cool'. So we can see that häftig had two general meanings, one of 

them being 'sudden' or 'large', where the Swedish equivalent is våldsamt. It then had a second 

meaning, one that is bra 'good'. This relates to the dictionaries, which also had these two general 

meanings.  When comparing the results from the questionnaire to the dictionaries, we can see 

that meanings such as 'sudden', 'violent' and 'large' were actually only found in speakers older 

than 21. Younger speakers only use häftig in a positive connotation, though all dictionaries still 

placed våldsamt 'violent' as the primary meaning. It is important to note that all of the age 

groups used häftig with a positive manner. Though my method did not give the specific 

meanings, such as those presented in the dictionaries, it is still clear that meanings such as 

'sudden', 'violent' and 'large' were not used by younger generations and a general positive 

meaning was used by all age groups. The quantitative analysis of the collected data shows that 

there are four frequently used (≥10%) categories of the studied words (see the last column in 

table 11).   

Overall we can see that the younger generation tends to use a more limited amount of meanings. 

The two younger generations only used this word in a positive way. If we compare this to the 

dictionary definitions we can see that the oldest group corresponded best to the newest 

dictionaries, as they used most of the definitions. The youngest groups never used meanings 

such as 'sudden' or 'large', so these meaning are disappearing. If we compare this to Traugott's 

(2002) and Wilkins' (1981) model of semantic change, it could be reasoned that this change was 

headed towards the end of the process. 
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Figure 5: Percentage of answers in the häftig categories in relation to age groups 

 

The quantitative analysis of the results from table 11 is provided in figure 5. In figure 5 we can 

see that the age group younger than 12 has a very distinct peak with the first category 

'experience (good)'. For two age groups older than 12 and younger than 39 the usage of the 

word gets broader and evenly covers three first categories. For the two oldest groups the number 

of the used categories broadens to four. Furthermore, we can see that the category 'experience 

(large/sudden)' is only used by those older than 21, and for the age >60 this presents the most 

frequent meaning. In total, the found systematic differences between the age groups hint at a 

semantic change. 

4.1.6 Tajt 

The last word is tajt. The senses listed in the dictionaries are shown in table 12. 
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Table 12: Dictionary definitions for tajt. 

Definitions of the word tajt 

Svenska Akademiens Ordbok 
Bonniers Svenska 

Ordbok 

Gustava 

Svenska 

Ordboken 

(2002): "1. sträcka gm att hala, m klädesplagg: 2. 

(mycket) tätt åtsittande, snäv; äv. i utvidgad anv., 

om mode o. d.: som kännetecknas av sådana 

klädesplagg., 3. om ngt annat sakligt än 

klädesplagg: tätt intill ngt, (hårt) sammanhållen; 

äv. bildl., särsk. dels i fråga om tid: omedelbart l. 

tätt efter ngt följande, dels: sammanhållen; äv. 

övergående i bet.: skicklig(t framförd l. utförd); 

särsk. ss. adv." 

tätt åtsittande 

som sitter åt, 

åtsittande, 

trång 

Translation: 1. stretch through the slippery, with 

garment: 2.  (very) tight, narrow; also  in wider 

uses about fashion: characterized by such 

garments, 3. about something other objective than 

clothing: close to something, (hard) coherent; also 

forms special in terms of time: immediately ,  

close behind something following, partly: 

cohesive; also transient in meaning: skilled 

(performed or performed); sep. ss. adv 

Translation: close 

fitting 

Translation: 

that fits tight, 

tight fitting , 

tight 

 

The definitions from the three dictionaries are quite similar and they contain meanings such as 

'tight', 'close fitting' and 'narrow'. These definitions are similar but they can be used in a variety 

of situations, such as clothing or a financial situation. Tajt only seems to have one general 

meaning, 'tight'. It was chosen because all of the other definitions, such as 'close fitting' and 

'narrow' are very similar and can be substituted for 'tight'. 

The results for the word tajt are shown in table 13. The categories found for this word included 

relationships (close), clothes (tight), time (little), things (good), people (fit/work out), 

experience (close), things (taut), people (good looking), space (squeezed) and money (little). 

The category money (little) is similar to the category space (squeezed). However it is not about 

physical confinement but financial confinement. Thus, the answers that refer to money and 

space were split into two categories. The total number of the categories is eight. Some examples 

of the answers included in the categories are:  

 clothes (tight) includes F/14 a byxor ~ sitter åt 'pants fit tight' and M/23 b en tröja ~  trång 

'a tight top' 

This category included all answers that mentioned clothes. The answer or the explanation 

then had to specify that the clothes are tight fitting, for example through words like sitter åt 

'tight fitting'. 
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 relationships (close) includes F/23 två personer ~  står nära varandra 'two people are close 

to each other' and F/10 vänskap ~  väldigt goda vänner 'friendship very good friends' 

The answers in this category include all answers that mention relationships between people. 

The relationship also has to be clarified as being close or being very good.  

 time (little) includes F/40 ont om tid 'short of time' and F/14 a [...] tid ~  lite tid 'time little 

time' 

The answers in this category include all answers regarding time. The answers also had to be 

specified as the lack of time or that there is little of it. 

 things (taut) includes F/15 b  hästsvans i håret ' ponytail in the hair ' 

The answers in this category include all answers regarding items or inanimate objects that 

can be pulled taut, such as a hästsvans 'ponytail'. 

 people (fit/work out) includes F/15 b Cornelia Sundqvist ~  tränar som tok 'Cornelia 

Sundqvist works out like crazy' 

The answers in this category include all answers that mention people. The answers also 

needed to be specified as fit or that a person works out. 

 space (squeezed ) includes M/60 trångt utrymme 'confined space ' and F/24 [...] utrymme, 

ont om plats 'space limited space' 

The answers in this category include all answers that mention space or room that is small in 

size and is confining. This also included the mention of people or items being confined in a 

small space. 

 money (little) includes F/45 ont om pengar [...] 'short of money' 

The answers in this category include all answers regarding money. The answers also needed 

to be specified as lacking, that there is little money, such as through expressions like ont om 

pengar 'short of money'. 

 Other includes the unsorted answers underställ deras ande kommer och äter upp dig 

'underställ their spirit will come and eat you' , Lukas främdling han är riktigt tajt 'Lukas 

Främdling he is really tajt', tajt baja ser bra ut 'tajt baja looks good', simon danes han är 

tajt 'simon danes he is tight', pokerspelare spelar säkert 'poker players who play securely', 

män som har råd att spendera pengar 'men who can afford to spend money'. The first 

example was unsorted because it was not clear what the answer was. The following three 

answers used the word tajt to describe tajt, so this explanation could not be used. The last 

two answers were very unlike any other answer and it was not clear why the word tajt was 

used. The last answer is related to another word, tät, which is similar but not the actual 

word I am studying. Thus these six answers were unsorted. It also includes rolig fest 'fun 

party'. The word was only used once in such a manner and thus it is not its own category.  

Another example of this is händelser ~ tajt läge= svårt att ta sig ut 'events tight position = 

hard to get out', as this was also only used once in such a manner. Snygg/sexig tjej 

'nice/sexy girl' is also included in this category. 

We see that there are general meanings that can be found for each words. I chose to relate all of 

the categories to these general meanings, which will be displayed at the beginning of each 

table.   
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We can ask how the categories found in this study relate to the dictionary meanings. For tajt 

there is one main dictionary senses. In Table 13, letter A represents the general meanings 

reflecting a lack of space, such as 'tät' 'tight' and the letter B represents the general meanings 

that are positive and could not be found in the dictionaries. There were cases when tajt was 

used in an unusual way, a way that was used only once or when the meaning was not clear. 

These cases were sorted into an “Other” category. 

Table 13: Tajt answers, the letter A represents the general meaning 'tight' and other related 

meanings that represent a lack of space and the letter B represents meanings that are positive and 

that were not found in the dictionaries.  

Categories Number of respondents in different age groups 

  <12 13 - 20 21 - 39 40 - 59 >60 TOTAL Percenta

ge 

A Clothes (tight) 7 16 10 9 10 52 42% 
A Relationships (close) 4 0 4 6 6 20 16% 
A Time (little) 0 1 2 7 7 17 14% 
A Space (squeezed) 6 3 1 0 2 12 10% 
A Things (taut) 0 3 0 0 0 3 2% 
A Money (little) 0 0 0 1 2 3 2% 
B People (fit/work out) 0 2 2 1 0 5 4% 

 Other 0 7 5 0 0 12 10% 
 Sum of replies 17 32 24 24 27 124 100% 

 

This word is used with several groups of referents. The most common category was clothing, 

that is to say the word tajt was used to describe clothing. It was used by all age groups. The 

category people was used by those younger than 59. Otherwise we can see than the meaning 

usually had something to do with closeness and it had transferred to other categories and uses. If 

we compare this to the dictionary definitions we can see that while tajt is defined as close 

fitting, the other meanings are missing. However here we can question whether this is a case of 

monosemy. These examples were fairly closely related. As they could be used in the same 

context, they may be considered monosemous. However other meanings, such as 'fit/work out' 

were not interchangeable. So all in all semantic change was occurring, as the meanings that 

were not related to the meaning 'tight' were used by those younger than 59. So this may be in the 

early to middle stages of semantic change, as the new meanings were being used but not by the 

oldest generation. 

If we compare these results to the definitions we can see that they were fairly similar. The 

dictionaries actually give quite limited definitions for tajt, the general meaning being 'close 

fitting'. However because my method is indirect I received a larger variety of answers which 

showed that tajt actually had several other meanings, though closely related ones. The meanings  

found in the study and not in the dictionaries included 'little' and 'squeezed'. The quantitative 

analysis of the collected data shows that there are five frequently used (≥10%) categories of the 

studied words (see the last column in table 13).   
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Figure 6: Percentage of answers in the tajt categories in relation to age groups 

 

The quantitative analysis of the results from table 13 is provided in figure 6. Figure 6 shows that 

all of the age groups have peaks for the category 'clothes (tight)'. However, there are differences 

in other cases. Informants older than 13 have time as a referent for tajt.  Next, informants older 

than 40 also have 'money' as a referent. This shows that tajt is a multifaceted word and the 

answer depends on the age group. It is difficult to say whether this difference depends on 

semantic change or on concerns that exist mainly for older individuals. Overall, we find a clear 

difference in using this word between the age groups.  

5. Discussion 

In this part I will analyze and discuss the results, the method used and the ethical considerations. 

Besides, I will examine whether my results correspond to the earlier studies presented in the 

background section. 
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5.1 Overview of Results 

So far I have examined the definitions of words in dictionaries and the ways the words are used. 

Let us now discuss what the obtained data may mean for ongoing semantic change.    

My study was carried out for a single time point and in this way cannot provide direct answers 

about semantic changes of the studied words over a time course. The collected data can only 

shed light on what are the semantic changes in using words between young, middle-age and 

older age groups. The results show that while some categories are relevant to all ages, there 

tendencies only specific for particular groups. As discussed earlier, for instance by Wilkins 

(1981) and Traugott (2002), there are cases when a word has meaning A and is beginning to 

have meaning B. My work does not provide explicit support for the latter model. Probably, the 

only example is the word fräck which acquires negative meaning among children <12 (only 

three mentions) in relation to a new referent animals (fig. 2). 

Clear shifts are found in how frequently the word categories are observed as the informant age 

grows. The examples of the latter changes are provided by the words fett, fräsch, grym, häftig 

and tajt. For fett, the expression fett cool 'very cool' became known in all age groups as 'young 

language'. However it is more frequently used as the adverb 'very' by older age groups (table 3, 

fig. 1). This could show how the younger generations affect the older ones. For fräsch, it is 

interesting to note that  the category 'people (positive)' is mostly used for the age group 21-39 

(table 7, fig. 3). The next example is provided by the word grym (table 9, fig. 4). The informants 

of the age <12 only use grym with a positive meaning, but the groups older than 12 use grym in 

a negative sense with regard to people. Furthermore, the two groups of informants >40 use this 

word to describe negative experiences. Next, consider the word häftig (table 11, fig. 5). Here, 

we can see that the category 'experience' is only used by those older than 21, and for the age >60 

this is even the most frequently observed meaning. It would seem that this word underwent a 

transformation long ago, which corresponds to the definitions in the dictionaries. In fact, the 

older definitions were not used by the younger generation, like the general meaning 'violent'. 

This means that the change is now at one of the latter stages where meaning A is disappearing 

while meaning B is becoming more used. The last word tajt shows differences in references in 

regard to age groups (table 13, fig. 6). Informants give 'time' as a referent for tajt except for the 

youngest group.  Next, informants older than 40 also use money as a referent . In total, the 

found systematic differences for these words hint at semantic changes that accompany the age 

factor.  

It is interesting to note that some categories are repeated for the words. For instance, all of the 

words have people as a category, either from a positive or negative aspect. This is different from 

the dictionaries, as the definitions for tajt cannot be applied to people according to the 

dictionaries. 'Things' is also a common category used for the words. However, according to the 

dictionaries, 'things' cannot be a category for fräck. 'Experiences' is a common category, used by 

all words except for fräsch. So we can see that while these words are all different and have 

different meanings, they still have certain categories in common. This does not mean that all 

categories were shared by the words. Certain categories are only used by a single word, such as 

'places' only being a category for fräsch and clothes only being a category for tajt. So we can 

see that some referents apply to all of the words while other referents are individual.  

In general we can see that language development is very gradual. A word cannot rapidly change 

its meaning. This process takes several long steps. We can see that some words are at the 
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beginning of the semantic change and so it would be beneficial to study this subject again in 

several years and see if the semantic change continues and the older meaning does in fact 

become less used. As for the words that are at the end of the semantic change, it would be 

appealing to use corpora to see with what pace this development occurred and over what period 

of time.  

We can see that the results are in general agreement with the studies by Wilkins (1981) and 

Robinson (2002). It is interesting to compare my study to studies done in other countries and 

with other languages. While the older studies and this thesis are aimed towards examining 

language use in different age groups, many other aspects can also influence language change. 

This can be noted in Robinson (2002), who is very attentive to social background. Thus future 

studies on this topic could be possible, for example by comparing the current studies done on 

age and compare the results for those depending on socio-economical backgrounds. Dialect 

could be included furthermore, for a larger study. 

Additionally, polysemy and monosemy can be discussed with respect to semantic change. It 

seems that older dictionary definitions tend to be closely related, as for example, the word tajt. 

However the newer meanings were used by responders in different situations. This does not 

mean that the new meanings are not connected to the old definitions. As discussed previously, 

semantic change tends to occur to related meanings and words. So it would be logical that the 

new and old meanings are related, though it is not always clear as to how.  

Finally, we can answer the research question posed at the beginning of this thesis. We asked if  

there is a change in the use of the selected words from generation to generation. The answer 

depends on the word. A variety of semantic change stages were found for the studied words, 

expressed in the frequency of the meanings and referents used by the age groups. Overall, it can 

be said that most of the chosen words show semantic changes. 

5.2 Discussion of the Method used 

The data for this study was obtained using a newly compiled questionnaire.  Informants filled 

out the questionnaire themselves and the answers were categorized and compared. As in most 

studies, the method chosen has both strengths and weaknesses. The present data was obtained 

by using my own questionnaire. This means that while many corpora present data that is several 

years old, the data in this questionnaire describe  strictly present day Swedish.  As this work was 

aimed to study the change in words and quantify the speed with which this occurs, a method 

that could provide both was needed. For this purpose, questionnaires are preferred, as they 

provide higher semantic quality than corpora and higher quantity of data than interviews, which 

can also be used. Questionnaires also present an anonymity that interviews do not provide, at 

least not to the same extent. Furthermore, questionnaires provide an in-between state of spoken 

and written language. As this was an informal questionnaire, the language used may actually 

differ from studies that study more official language, such as in newspapers. However it may 

also be more formal than spoken language, which offers an interesting aspect of language. This 

study could have been done using corpora, however the question would have been different. 

This study investigated the meaning of the words depending on age. A corpus could have been 

used to examine where some words are used, such as newspapers, specialized magazines, blogs 

and social media. Corpora could also have been used to examine a longer period of time and 
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language usage. However this study concerned ongoing semantic change and so a corpus study 

was not most advantageous.  

A somewhat limited the amount of data can arguably be regarded as a weakness of  this study. 

Naturally, more data would have been preferred. While this could have been achieved in 

corpora, the semantic aspect would have been harder to achieve. Also, most of the data was 

based on people living in the same region in Sweden. While this may not have been the main 

issue affecting the aim of this study, dialects could still affect semantics. Thus it could be an 

advantage  if there was data from many different regions. However, regarding already the size 

of my work, it would be technically quite difficult to address  all of the aspect of interest in an 

extended research. 

Another issue is the variety of answers. Some of the answers given could not be classified in 

one category which meant that they could be not taken into account on the larger scale. 

Furthermore, age seemed to have played an important role. The older informants had a larger 

variety of words used in their language, most likely due to a larger vocabulary. This means that 

younger informants have more rigid patterns of using words and could be split into groups 

easier than the older informants.  

As this work studies semantics, questions regarding interpretation of the words by informants 

can be pertinent. In my opinion,  this issue should not affect the validity of the results, as this 

interpretation of the word is precisely that which was studied. The questions were formulated so 

that it was clear the word should be used as an adjective or an adverb and the question also 

clearly asked for personal opinion. Such a  personal use of language was recorded as opposed to 

set phrases. On the other hand, this led to a larger variety of answers, which presented a problem 

of grouping answers. There were some issues regarding categorization as it was not always 

completely clear what an answer meant. This could have been avoided if the questionnaire 

asked the informants to simply pick a meaning as opposed to using it, for example like Wilkins' 

(1981) method. Such a method would have led to much clearer answers. For future studies I 

would suggest using a combination of the two questionnaire styles. Firstly the questions could 

be similar to the ones I used in this study where the informants use the words. Then they would 

also be followed by a question regarding the meaning. This would not only give examples of 

how the word is used but also clearly provide the meaning. It would also be interesting to see 

whether there is a difference between what the informants think the meaning is and how they 

actually use the word. However, giving answers about meaning could be difficult for the 

youngest part of responders. Thus for future studies I would recommend combining the methods 

as it could lend more insight and be easier categorized than this study.  

The validity of my results may possibly be viewed as limited. As the questions were specifically 

about personal opinion, the answers may vary if asked again. For example, several people gave 

examples of celebrities they thought were häftig. It may be argued that this opinion may change, 

which would affect this exact answer. However, as there were three questions for every word, 

the use of these words was confirmed. So the use of the words was confirmed, which would 

suggest that the use would not change. Furthermore, while personal opinion about certain 

subjects may change, this should not affect the usage of language and the meaning of the words. 
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There have been some difficulties during the gathering of data. One major problem was finding 

teenagers who were willing to participate. Teenage boys were especially problematic, as they 

were prone to filling out the form with jokes and other unusable information. Children were also 

problematic in that they did not always fill out the questionnaires alone and they sometimes 

discussed the answers together or with other persons. This means that they could influence each 

other. In the future such studies should be done as a combination of questionnaires and 

interviews, in order to limit the influence of the environment.  

Another problem to mention were the answers themselves. Some informants provided serious 

answers that were sometimes hard to interpret. Other informants' answers were difficult to 

categorize because of their spelling and I chose to include these errors in appendices 2-4 that 

can be found at the end of the thesis. The spelling affected the categorization as it was not 

always clear exactly what the informants meant.  

I did not find any problems or effects of the neuter forms of adjectives, though they are 

homonymous with adverbs derived from those same adjectives. There were some cases where 

the words were used as adverbs instead of adjectives, however this was not an issue. The goal of 

this study was to observe the change in meaning and there were few cases where the words were 

used as adverbs, such as fett meaning 'very'. These cases were recorded and presented. However 

it was not a criteria that all of these words should be adjectives so the neuter forms of adjectives 

did not present issues. 

Moreover, we can also discuss the issue of one meaning versus several meanings in the 

informant data. For example, one child answered that football is häftig and that a football match 

is also häftig. Can these words be considered as examples of the different uses of the word 

häftig? They cannot, as they are clearly very similar examples. This case shows that for this 

individual, häftig had one specific meaning rather than a variety of meanings. This also shows 

that issues may arise in categorization. Football is an activity while a football match is 

something else. So these answers were in different categories though the meaning is similar. So 

the categorization showed not only the meaning but also the way the word was used. This way, 

all meaning was taken into account, no matter what the word may have been describing.  

Furthermore, it is important to note that variation may not solely depend on the age. Gender and 

socio-economic factors may also influence the language use. So while this paper looked at the 

variation with the intent to study the influence of age, the variation may in fact depend on some 

other factor.  

5.2.1 Synchronic study and a diachronic process 

My work is best described as a synchronic study aimed to investigate a diachronic process. It 

can be argued that this analysis does not show the true diachronic process, as the results 

obtained could be different should the study have been conducted differently. For example, the 

examination could have been conducted every 10 years as opposed to different age groups at 

one time. A diachronic study could have required that each informants to be questioned is of the 

same age, for example when they were 20 years old. However this was technically not possible 

in my case. This work could yield different results if would have been done in the latter way 

which could be due to a large number of factors.  
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For example, several of the informants in my work were teachers. When answering some 

questions they wrote that the words could be used in the certain manner though they themselves 

never used it so. In this case they were aware of the language difference. It can also be that they 

are influenced by younger generations in other words, without their knowledge. We have seen 

that language change is a very fluid process and sudden changes are unlikely to occur. So it 

would make sense that it is not only the older groups that influence the younger generation but 

also that the younger generation influences the older generation. In Harrington's study (2007) 

the pronunciation  of individuals changed over the course of their lives. This could also apply to 

semantics. 

Robinson (2010) argues that the synchronic aspect is not an issue. According to Robinson 

(2010), the changes that occurred in the past should still be in effect today. Other studies in 

phonology and morpho-syntactics have shown that synchronic methods can still show 

diachronic changes. If these methods work in other fields, it would be logical that such methods 

would also work in semantics. However it is not certain that synchronic methods apply, as the 

conscious level may affect the situation. People tend to be more conscious of semantics than 

grammar, as seen in the example I presented about the teacher informants.  

As there are different points of view on this matter, it would be interesting to study the topic of 

synchronic vs. diachronic change in a deeper way. For example, a diachronic study could be 

done where all the informants have to be 18 years old and the generations are recorded every 20 

years. At the end, a diachronic study with a synchronic method like my study could be done and 

the results compared. This would show whether synchronic methods work for examining 

diachronic studies in semantics.  

5.3 Ethics discussion 

This study was done with proper ethic conduct. All of the questionnaires were anonymous. The 

procedure was explained to all of the informants, after which they signed a consensus letter. In 

case of younger groups, a school was contacted and permission from the head teacher was 

received. Every individual was informed that they could stop participating at any time and that 

it was entirely voluntary.   
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6. Conclusions 

My work examined the semantic change in six Swedish words - fett, fräck, fräsch, grym, häftig 

and tajt. The answer to the research question showed that the word meanings and referents tend 

to change with age groups. In particular, the changes are found in how frequently the observed 

word categories are used by different age groups. These changes are found in all six cases. One 

interesting example is the word häftig, which is used only with positive meaning by people 

younger than 20, but is mostly used with a meaning 'sudden' by those older than 60. Another 

example is the word tajt, which has the most frequent meaning of 'tight-fitting' for the referent 

'Clothes' for all age groups, but acquires a new referent 'Money' for those older than 40. The 

analysis of the collected data shows that the amount of the frequently used (≥10%) referents and 

meanings of the studied words lies in the range of 2 – 6.  The conclusion of this work is that the 

words considered are in the process of language change. It is known that semantic change is a 

gradual process, and accordingly my study does not show drastic changes in the use of six 

investigated words. 
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8. Appendices 

Appendix 1: Questionnaire 

 

Deltagande i Semantik-undersökning 

 

Elena Luzhkova 

Institutionen för lingvistik 

Stockholms Universitet 

 

 

Jag intygar härmed att mitt deltagande i undersökningen är frivilligt, att jag blivit informerad 

om undersökningens tillvägagångssätt samt att jag är medveten om att jag kan avbryta 

undersökningen närhelst jag vill under undersökningens gång. 

 

__________ ____________________________________________  

Datum  Namnteckning 
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Kön: Man/Kvinna 

När är du född (årtal)?  

I vilket län är du uppvuxen? 

I vilket län bor du nu? 

Nuvarande status (studerande, arbetande, pensionerad, annat) 

 

 

1. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara häftig/häftigt?  

 

Vem/ vad mer kan vara häftig/häftigt? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara häftig/häftigt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 häftig/häftigt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 häftig/häftigt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 häftig/häftigt? 

 

 

2. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara fet/fett?  

 

Vem/ vad mer kan vara fet/fett? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara fet/fett? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 fet/fett? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 fet/fett? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 fet/fett? 
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3. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara fräsch/fräscht?  

 

Vem/vad mer kan vara fräsch/fräscht? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara fräsch/fräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 fräsch/fräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 fräsch/fräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 fräsch/fräscht? 

 

 

4. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara ofräsch/ofräscht?  

 

Vem/vad mer  kan vara ofräsch/ofräscht? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara ofräsch/ofräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 ofräsch/ofräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 ofräsch/ofräscht? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 ofräsch/ofräscht? 

 

 

5. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara grym/grymt?  

 

Vem/vad mer kan vara grym/grymt? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara grym/grymt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 grym/grymt? 
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Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 grym/grymt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 grym/grymt? 

 

 

6. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara fräck/fräckt?  

 

Vem/vad mer kan vara fräck/fräckt? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara fräck/fräckt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 fräck/fräckt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 fräck/fräckt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 fräck/fräckt? 

 

7. Vem/ vad tycker du kan vara tajt?  

 

Vem/vad mer kan vara tajt? 

 

Är det ytterligare någon / något som kan vara tajt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 1? Varför är det du angett i svar 1 tajt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 2? Varför är det du angett i svar 2 tajt? 

 

Kan du förklara ditt svar 3? Varför är det du angett i svar 3 tajt? 

 

8. Hur kan du beskriva eller karaktärisera olika saker som tycker om eller inte tycker om? 

 

Tack för att du deltagit i undersökningen! 
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Appendix 2: Full Answers to questionnaire; 

häftig, fet, fräsch 

The following table shows the full answers to the questionnaire. Each column shows the 

answers regarding the word on top. The first answer is first, followed by the explanation to that 

answer. The second answers comes next with the explanation for it under. The third answer 

comes next with the answer for it last. This is repeated for every informant. 

Table 14: Häftig, fet/fett, fräsch answers 

Gender/Age Häftig  Fet  Fräsch/Fräscht 

F/9 cirkus  fett coolt  parfym 

 coolt  justin beber luktar gott 

 hesthoppning man  nytvetad tröja 

 coolt  människa fet luktar gott 

 xgames  pommes  när man har tvettat sig 

 woow coolt veldigt fettigt med shampoo och 

balsam 

F/10 One direction en gris  att man duschar 

 Dem är snygga och bra på 

att sjunga 

har sett en fet gris man får bort smuts och 

bakterier 

 dans  att träffa one direction att man luktar gott 

 man kan göra coola saker dem är fett coola det är inte fräscht om 

man luktar illa 

 handboll  en ko  att man är ren 

 man kan göra snygga mål den är tjock det är inte fräscht att 

vara smutsig 

M/10 drakar  en tjock man shampoo 

 de kan sprata eld han äter för mycket man luktar gott 

 att träffa gud att vara med i ett rockband vatten 

 han är allmäktig man är cool då det är uppfriskande 

 spel  gris   

 det kan finnas moster i de sötaste djuret  

M/11 trolleri  wolverine tröja 

 man fattar ingenting är cool  fin 
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 en ny grej ett bälte  en tjej 

 skor eller en ny grej är fält  har rena kläder 

   en gubbe ett underlag på sängen 

   tjok  rent 

M/12 Cristiano Ronaldo en gris  att duscha 

 han är duktig på fotboll den är rund  

 fotboll  att träffa Christiano Ronaldo att man luktar gott 

 det är kul och coolt han är duktig på fotboll 

 hoppa med skidor en fet man att man är ren 

 för att det är kul de är runda  

F/12 världrens törsta trädkoja Fat Amy  stora rena toaletter 

 wow' känsla hon är fet och rolig man är trygg 

 när en häst hoppar 2 meter Smör  folk som inte luktar 

svett 

 man tänker 'hur gör dem?' fettig  ingen gillar svett 

 Daniel Zetterman världens fetaste man rena, städade rum 

 Så duktig  kan kan inte stå! känns behagligt 

F/12 att träffa kändisar pizza  tvål 

 dom är coola det är fett man får rena händer 

 att träffa fotbollspelare McDonalds hamburgare dusch 

 dom är bäst äckligt och fett man blir ren 

 att bada med delfiner fett  deo 

 dom är söta fett är fett luktar gott 

F/14 (a) Kläder  Någon i Biggest Loser en sallad 

 Kan vara coola Väldigt stora med mycket fett på 

kroppen 

det är inte tungt, är lätt 

och oäckligt 

 Kändisar  Mat  ett vitt rum 

 Kan vara coola smör, olja, fett i maten är inte tungt 

 Acccessoarer Håret, huden något som är uppigande 

 Tex en sjal fett om man har inte tvättat på längre man känner sig pigg 

och fräsch 

F/14 (b) kläder  fordon  dofter 

 ser häftiga ut, tex ett tryck coola fordon luktar fräscht 
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 byggnader elektronik mat 

 former och fasader stora platta TV färskt tex sallad 

 bilder    luften utomhus 

 målade häftigt, motivet  fräschare luft 

M/15 (a) Zlatan  Smör  tvål 

 Behöver ingen förklaring innehåller fett gör rent 

 Fotboll VM Sumobrottare crème fräsch 

 Det är häftigt stora och feta heter så 

 Fotboll    att duscha 

 Roligt    man blir ren 

F/15 (a) Man kan höra från en mic mej själv  parfym 

 det är häftigt jag är fet  det är fräscht 

 att man känner en smärta 

när man är ledsen 

smör  killar med parfym 

 varför gör det ont? det är onyttigt sexigt 

     killar med snyggt hår 

     sexigt 

F/15 (b) Petra Rundkvist jag  Min kusin 

 bäst  är fet  helt perfekt 

 Min mamma ida hägg  tvål 

 skön  fet på insidan bara är 

 Aciro  min morfar nyrakade, lena ben 

 pure awesomeness äter för mycket håriga ben är äckliga 

M/15 (b) gitarr  att spela gitarr shampoo 

 min hobby fett häftigt luktar gott 

 jhon mayer ipad  parfymer 

 min idol  fett roligt luktar gott 

 snygga/snabba bilar smör  nya saker 

 det är häftigt med bilar väldigt fett nya och oanvända 

F/15 (c) min iphone pizza  tvål 

 man kan göra vad som helst innehåller mycket fett känner sig ren 

 bakåt volt kakor  nya grejer 
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 krävs mycket träning man blir fet känns fräscht 

 David Hodges fett nica kläder nytvättade kläder 

 bra musik jag gillar kläder känns rena 

F/15 (d) Aamnda Dellby jag  Min kusin 

 bäst  jag är fett bra 

 Min mamma ida hägg  tvål 

 skön  fet på insidan bara är 

 Aciro  min farmor nyrakade ben 

 awesome äter för mycket nice 

M/15 (c) Fotboll  smör  axe apollo 

 Roligt, spännande fettigt  luktar gott 

 Zlatan  sumo brottare tvål 

 Man vet inte vad han bjuder 

på nästa match 

tjocka och tunga gör ren 

 Fotbolls VM McTurk Mega crème fresh 

 coolt, bra stor hamburgare heter så 

F/15 (e) när folk vågar vara sig 

själva 

kakor  schampoo 

 inte många vågar sticka ut kakor kan vara feta man känner sig fräsch 

efter att man har 

duschat 

 att vi bor på ett klot som är 

stort i våra ögon men som 

egentligen är rätt litet i 

universum 

lår  citron/lime 

 universum är stort lår är feta på vissa luktar fräscht 

 tuggummi elefanter  nya kläder 

 det tar aldrig slut när man 

tuggar på det 

ser feta ut känns fräscht att ha på 

sig 

M/15 (d) vinna miljoner på lotto bacon  4/5 sjärniga hotel 

 det skulle vara kul jättemycket fett i bacon bra städade 

 resa  en fet man nya subaru bilar 

 roligt att resa och uppleva 

nya saker 

mycket fett i en fet man de luktar fräscha 
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 skolan börjar brinna smör  viking grace 

 jag hatar skolan har mycket fett ny och luktar gott och 

är modern 

M/15 (e) ishockey  Bilar  att duscha 

 min hobby älskar bilar som är snygga man luktar gott efter 

 Alexander Ovechkin ipad  parfymer 

 min idol  dom är bra saker doftar gott 

 snygga och snabba bilar smör  nya saker 

 Älskar att åka I bilar som 

har fart 

smör har fett dom är nya och ej 

använda 

M/22 en film  en tjock person en person 

 storslagen, blir tagen / 

imponared 

personen är fet, bokstavligen talat snyg, välklädd 

 natur  musik  hus/rum/lokaler 

 storslagen, blir tagen / 

imponared 

är bra  välstädat/-vårdat 

 arkitektur mat   

 storslagen, blir tagen / 

imponared 

friterat, smör osv  

F/23 ny forskning en överviktig person fräsch måltid 

 ger upphov till ny utredning utseendemässiga gjort med rena råvaror 

och redskap 

 resor  något som är coolt/häftigt en dusch/wc 

 att resa är att upptäcka  städat, rent 

 sammanträffande i 

vardagen- fort/snabbt 

matfett   

 språkliga skillnader & hur 

man uppfattar olika begrepp 

ger olika 

tolkningsmöjligheter 

smör, olja  

M/23 (a) någon som är annorlunda en person mat 

 gör något annorlunda personen är tjock aptitlig och ser bra ut 

 en upplevelse en upplevelse en tjej 

 den är speciell den är omvälvande är snygg 

 en bil  mat   
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 snygg och speciell mat innehåller fett  

M/23 (b) Rallyförare lön  en fräsch brud 

 ationfyllt, och det går snabbt 

vilket ät coolt 

fett att få kosing det är bara fräscht 

lixom du vet 

 austronaut pizza  en sallad 

 coolts att vara i rymden asnajs med en fet pizza. Det är fett sallad är nyttig 

 pilot  en tjockis luft 

 flyga stora plan är coolt Tjockisar är feta ren luft 

 är synonym med tuff oljig/smörig synonym till snygg 

M/23 (c) Musik  En riktigt medryckande berättelse  Nytvättade kläder 

 i filmer otaliga scener som 

hade varit lite töntiga, utan 

den otroliga musiken 

Det hänger på att kompisen berättar tror 

jag. En berättelse i en film är inte fet, 

men om man hör den berättad i 

efterhand kan den vara det. 

Nya rena saker brukar 

vara fräscha 

 Ett vågat trick Bacon    

 Det vågade är väl vad som 

gör det häftigt, att utsätta sig 

självt för ett farligt hinder 

och övervinna det 

Bacon har mycket fett i sig 

F/24 en upplevelse en person en rum 

 om den har varit fartfylld, 

händelserik, fått uppleva 

mycket 

mycket kroppsfett rent, i ljusa toner 

 en person med stor 

erfarenhet inom något 

en upplevelse en maträtt 

 personen är någon man ser 

upp till och då tycker är 

häftig 

slang för häftig är lätt, rena smaker 

 ett klädesplagg en maträtt en person 

F/36 en bil  en person en person 

 speciell  kraftig övervikt snygg 

 en upplevelse en ring  en sallad 

 ger adrenalinpåslag stor/värdeful färsk 

   bankkonto en efterrätt 

   mycket pengar inte så söt/fet 
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F/37 en person som vågar testa 

nya saker 

en extremt överviktig person nytvättade lakan 

 vågar utmana sig själva övervikt är fet luktar gott och känns 

skönt 

 köra bil fort grädde  någon som luktar 

nyduschad är fräsch 

 häftigt att köra en snabb bil hög fetthalt luktar nyduschat 

     mat kan vara nyttig och 

fräsch 

     tex en sallad 

M/37 personer  personer  ytor 

   mycket kroppsfett rent, och nytt kanske 

 rörelser  livsmedel doft 

 plötslig  högt fettinnehåll  

 saker     

      

F/39 upplevelser mat  doft 

 känslan att göra upplevelse innehåller mycket fett lukta rent, friskt 

 klädsel  tjocka djur andedräkt 

 inte det vanliga feta djur  känns rent när man 

borstar tänderna 

 sminkning hår  en person 

 annorlunda man har inte tvättat håret ser snygg, vacker, stilig 

F/40 en film  en person person 

 spännade överviktig tvättad och doftande 

 en person en maträtt en lukt 

 sticker ut på ett positivt sätt innehåller mycket fett 

F/43 en show  kladdigt  människa 

 storslagen tjock  ren, snygg 

 ngn som gör ngt oväntat  lägenhet 

 man inte förväntar det  rent 

 trollkonst   äpple 

 storslagen   nyplockat 
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F/44 motorcyklar oljelagad mat brudpar 

 fartfyllt och lite farligt blir oljigt i munnen strålar på ett speciellt 

sätt 

 gwen stefani smutsiga handtag rent vatten 

 antar på image klibbigt  nej 

 naturfenomen   vackra blommor 

 mäktig känsla at uppleva  nej 

F/45 En person som vågar stå för 

sina åsikter 

grädde, smör, olja tuggummi med 

mintsmak 

 Ballt/cool/tufft kemiskt fett det kännds rent och 

friskt 

 ett regnväder en person som är kraftigt överviktig ett nystädat rum 

 plötsligt, våldsamt har väldigt mycket fett i sig! det kännds rent och 

friskt 

 Om jag tvärbromsar bilen med ett häftigt ryck nyutslagna träd har en 

fräsch grönska 

 plötsligt, våldsamt   det är nytt, rent och 

oförstört 

F/48 en upplevelse håret  en sallad 

 stark  otvättad  mager/nyttig 

 person  en kropp  en person 

 påverkar mig överviktig snygg 

 händelse  en hudkräm en doft 

 påverkar mig mot torr hud jag gillar den 

F/51 regn  en man  doft 

 regnar mycket överviktig luktar gott 

 humör  hår  lägenhet 

 blir mycket arg, mycket 

snabbt 

smutsig  ljus och fin 

 bil  fett bra   

 tuff, snygg mycket bra  

F/56 åka dalbana en människa person 

 adrenalinkicken överviktig ren 

 flyga luftballonger mat  doft 
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 tystnaden matfett  doftar gott 

 åka i en lambourghini  grönsak 

 känslan av makt   nyplockad 

M/56 upplevelser/resor en människa en doft 

 att få nya intryck överviktig människa luktar gott 

 spännande/fascinerande 

person 

mat  grönsaker 

 karismatisk person tex kött med mycket fett nyligen plockade 

grönsaker 

 impulsiv person stekfett  en person 

 impulsivitet smör  en snygg person 

M/57 artist  mat  doft 

 överaskar/berör askådaren onyttig  luktar rent 

 kläder/stil människa kläder 

 sticker ut på ett positivt sätt överviktig stilrent, nytt, modern 

 prestation gitarr sound nyhet 

 någon gör något man inte 

trodde var möjligt 

extra tungt/brett Ny 

M/60 flugfiske  Samma som fråga 1 Bastubad 

 spännande som jakt, 

variatiosmöjligtheten stor 

Samma som fråga 1 Skönt, känner sig ren 

 naturupplevelser Samma som fråga 1 Nytvättade sängkläder 

 finns mycket fint att se Samma som fråga 1 Doftar gott, vet att det 

är rent 

 trädgårdsarbete Samma som fråga 1 Nytvättade kläder 

 Skönt att se saker växa, 

skapa saker, avkopplande 

Samma som fråga 1 Känner mig ren 

M/62 något oväntat person  en sallad 

 positivt  väldigt tjock sugen på något svalt 

och nyttig 

 häftig fredag! hår  en ung flicka 

 utryck bland ungdomen fett hår  söt tjej 

F/63   grisen  parfymen 

   äter och blir tjock god lukt 
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   såsen  vita skjortor 

   mycket grädde  vit, utan fläckar, helt 

rent 

   bacon  städat 

   gjort av fläsk allt rent 

M/64 typ  jag  hy 

 intressant hög BMI  fin, välvårdad 

 rörelse  ost  åsikt 

 kraftig/stor hög procent fett ny, otraditionell 

 bil  lögn  bil 

 status  grov/vältilltagen ny 

F/66 (a) fyrverken människor människor 

 vacker syn överviktigt vältränade 

 tjej  majonäs  dukning av ett bord 

 välklädd  känslan och smaken fin 

 en upplevelse gräddbakelse en god doft 

 någonting man minns känns mäktig harmoni 

F/66 (b) rörelse  en person rent 

 häftig framföring överviktig friskt 

 humör  kräm  nyponros 

   olja  fräsch som en nyponros 

 en person fett roligt  

 tjusig/läcker väldigt   

M/67 ett oväder mat  en lukt 

 plötslig, stark hög energi innehåll frisk 

 ett gräl  en person en grönsak 

 obehärskad tjock  färsk 

 en person penseldrag en ide 

 obehärskad överdrivet tjock ny, positiv 

F/68 färgglada prylar något gott ett möblemang 

 oväntat skarpa nyanser det överträffade förväntningarna ljusa, snygga färger 

 discodans smart mobil en maträtt 
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 kreativt, roligt, suggestivt förstärker ordet 'smart' lätta, krispiga 

ingredienser 

 speciella människor snygg klänning ett plagg 

 som säger oväntade saker förstärker ordet 'snygg' ljus, lätta färger och 

material 

F/73 Ett plötsligt sjukdomsfall En korpulent person Ung, nytvättad 

människa, ren 

 Våldsamma kräkningar är 

häftiga 

Ätit för mycket chips och kakor ren 

 kul/spännande upplevelse smör, margarin sallad med färska och 

fina grönsaker 

 Något oväntad och positivt fetter av diversa slag aptitlig och ser ut att 

vara nyttig att äta 

 Annorlunda, 

uppseendeväckande saker 

fetknopp  en doft 

 Talar till ens fantasi fetbladig växt frisk (frick luft, vår, 

citrus) 

M/75 utbrott  en gris  grönsaker/frukter 

 vulkanutbrott är normalt fet färska  

 väder  en ost  en människa 

 en storm  ostar ör feta eller magra en ovårdad perosn är 

ofräsch 

 humör  en maträtt klimat 

   såser kan vara feta ett lagom temperat 

klimat 

 

 

Appendix 3: Full Answers to questionnaire; 

ofräsch, grym 

The following table shows the full answers to the questionnaire. Each column shows the 

answers regarding the word on top. The first answer is first, followed by the explanation to that 

answer. The second answers comes next with the explanation for it under. The third answer 

comes next with the answer for it last. This is repeated for every informant. 

Table 15: Ofräsch, grym answers 

Gender/Age Ofräsch/Ofräscht Grym/Grymt  

F/9 håll i tenderna michal jackson  
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 ser otäckt ut dansar bra  

 gammal mjölk simmare  

 äckligt simmar otroligt bra  

 bajs och kiss hoppa höjd  

 bara är så man är grym på det  

F/10 att man inte duschar att springa 500000 varv runt jorden  

 det luktar inte gott om man inte duschar det är skit coolt  

 ofräscht vatten one direction  

 det är inte gott att dricka ofrächt vatten dom är grymt bra på att sjunga  

 bajs/diarre ballonger  

 det luktar inte gott  dom kan flyga  

M/10 bajs att springa hela jorden runt  

 det är äckligt coolt  

 lera rista sina initsialer på månen  

 man blir smutsig asgrymt  

M/11 tröja ett fotbolls mål  

 smutsig snyggt mål  

 person sak  

 smutsig ny  

 prutt   

 stinker   

M/12 att man är smutsig ha Christano Ronaldo som kusin  

 det kan vara äckligt jag gillar Ronaldo  

 man luktar illa att vara grym på fotboll  

 det borde vara kul  

 inte duscha ha en million kronor  

  det skulle vara bra  

F/12 (a) svettiga folk grisar  

 luktar äckligt dem grymtar  

 blöta hundar dubbelvolt med halfskruv  

 stinker och är äckligt det ser coolt ut  

 snuskiga par när man har gjort något bra  
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 man ryser man är duktig  

F/12 (b) andedräkten fotboll  

 luktar jätte äckligt den är den bästa sporten  

 bajs zlatan  

 det är blä han är grym  

 pruttar smink  

 luktar jätte äckligt man blir fin  

F/14 (a) omklädningsrum om något är bra  

 det luktar äckligt grymt bra  

 toaletter någon är elak  

 är äckliga djävulen är grym, är elak  

 sopor, disk grymt bra!  

 gammal mat är ofräscht jätte bra!  

F/14 (b) sopor hur någon beter sig  

 luktar  elak  

 omklädningsrum duktigt på något  

 luktar ofräscht grym=duktig  

 disk någonting bra händer  

  

M/15 (a) mögel Zlatan  

 självklart bäst  

 skolan toaletter partaj  

 du vet kul  

 gransäter halshuggning  

 en konstig skola död  

F/15 (c) Stank 

 

perfekta killar  

F/15 (d) Jesper Kirby Ana-Maria Schött  

 äcklig inga kommentarer  

 svettiga fötter www.mulligabarn.se  

 ingen gillar det oschysst sida  

 dålig andedräkt Hitler  

http://www.mulligabarn.se/
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 man svimmar hemsk människa  

M/15 (b) svett jhon mayer  

 äckligt grym på gitarr  

 inte duscha #jag  

 äckligt grymt bra på gitarr  

 döda djur street dance  

 bakterier på dem grymt coolt  

F/15 (e) svettiga kläder coola kläder  

 man känner sig smutsig gillar coola kläder  

 använda hörlurar flera örohängen  

 öronvax ser coolt ut  

 offentliga toaletter Anders Bering Brevik  

 man vet aldrig vad männing´skor förre än har gjort dåligt att han dödade så många  

F/15 (f) Jesper Kirby Anna-Maria Schött  

 äcklig på alla sätt   

 svettiga fötter www.mulligabarn.se  

 ingen gillar det taskig   

 dålig andedräkt Hitler  

 man svimmar hemsk människa  

M/15 (c) mögel zlatan  

 farligt bäst  

 skolans mat partajt  

 konstigt roligt  

 grannsäten iker cassilas  

 konstig bäst  

F/15 (g) vissa secondhand grejer när någon ljuger eller är elak  

 det känns lite ofräscht grym på ett dåligt sätt  

 odiskat badass  

 om det finns smuts på tallriken tappar man lite matlusten när man är grym är man badass  

 dåliga lukter piercing  

 om man luktar illa tänker så  

M/15 (d) skolans toaletter resa runt jorden  

http://www.mulligabarn.se/
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 inte fräscha kul  

 personer som aldrig duschar bli proffs I en sport  

 de är äckliga och luktar nice  

 fattiga land vinna mycket pengar  

 luktar ine gott bra  

M/15 (e) svett Alexander Ovechkin  

 det luktar äckligt han är grym på ishockey och min idol  

 att inte duscha #Jag  

 det är äckligt jag är bäst på ishockey  

 döda djur tjejer som spelar ishockey  

 svårt att se på döda djur kul att se när ett tjejlag spöar ett pokjlag  

M/22 hus/rum/lokaler en händelse  

 ostädat/smutsig något bra händer, positivt/fördelaktigt  

 en person en person  

 ovårdad/smutsig elak/hänsynslös  

F/23 något inte rent elak, taskig, sträng  

 kopplas till personlighet  

 smutsigt, orent, ofräscht föreläsning  

M/23 (a) ett stökigt rum en film  

 det är stökigt är bra  

 en otvättad tröja en härskare  

 den är inte ren är tyrannisk, elak  

 en person en låt  

 är smutsig är bra  

M/23 (b) fyllon att tortera folk  

 dom spyr och det luktar illa det är inte snällt!  

 mat på golvet att komma in på universitet  

 bakterier på maten, onyttigt en mycket god bedrift!  

 att inte duscha en duktig boxare  

 då luktar man illa att vara väldigt duktigt på något är grymt  

 snor, saliv utseende/fuktioner är fint/bra  

M/23 (c) En äldre man som dreglar (metaforiskt eller bokstavligt) på Samma som häftig  
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ynglingar 

 Det moraliska förkastliga i handlingen Samma som häftig  

 Om någon fiser riktigt luktande och ljudligt Samma som häftig  

   

F/24 ett rum/plats en person  

 smutigt, orent lyckats med något  

 en person en upplevelse  

 håller inte sin hygien rolig och händelserik  

 kroppsvätsker en sak  

F/36 en soffa en person som står för sina åsikter  

 smutsig bra förebild  

 en person sadistisk person  

 oren skadar  

 mat grymt bra  

 gammal något bra  

F/37 svettlukt en elak person  

 luktar illa elak=grym  

 smuts något häftigt  

 dåligt städat, ingrodd smuts häftigt=grymt  

 dåliga grönsaker   

 ser äckligt ut   

M/37 ytor härskare  

 nedskitat ond  

 personer personer  

 skitiga ungefär häftig  

  fordon  

  ungefär häftig  

F/39 en person en person  

 är ovårdad en elak person som är ute efter att såra 

andra 

 

 toalett en persons prestation  

 äcklig, inte rengjort våga göra något man har aldrig gjort innan  
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F/40 en lukt en person  

  riktigt bra på något  

 en person en insats  

  Bra jobbat! Grymt! 

F/43 människa krigsherre  

 smutsig elak  

 ngn som petar i näsan  

 äckligt   

F/44 dålig andedräkt att göra något oväntat och roligt  

 luktar illa ger en oväntad spännande känsla  

 offentliga toaletter tortyr  

 sanitär olägenhet nej  

 tunnelbanan mobbing  

F/45 en ospolad toalett är ofräsch en diktator eller en regim  

 det är smutsigt och äckligt organiserad elakhet  

 en person som rapar och fiser öppet mobbning  

 det är äckligt och otrevligt genomtänkt elakhet  

 man känner sig äcklig  

F/48 smutsiga kläder djurplågeri  

 otvättade djur är offer och oförsvarliga  

 en lukt en livssituation  

 unken fattiga, dödsfall tidigt  

 en restarang en händelse  

 smutsig miljö en olycka  

F/51 lukt låt  

 luktar illa mycket bra  

 en person människa  

 smutsig elak  

  grymt bra  

  mycket bra  

F/56 en person person  

 smutsig elak  
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 en miljö beslut  

 ostädad till nackdel för någon  

  

 möglig grymt bra  

M/56 rum som inte städas på länge en människa som trakasserar andra  

 smutsig rum inte behandlar andra på bra sätt  

 en person som luktar svett presentationer kan bara väldigt bra  

 doft som är inte goda bra prestationer  

 offentliga toaletter en upplevelse  

 många använt och inte städat en otroligt bra upplevelse  

M/57 ostädat plågare  

 skitigt att plåga är grymt  

 hygien målskytt  

 dålig Extra bra  

 kläder en låt/artist  

 gamla Extra bra  

M/60 Mögliga matrester Framstående vetenskapsmän  

 Inte något man vill äta De har åstadkommit ovanliga, 

beundransvärda saker 

 

 Lortigt inomhus Duktiga lärare  

 Vet att det inte är rent Bra på att lära ut, bra kontakter med elever  

 Någon som luktar illa Bra musiker/skådespelare  

 Luktar inte gott De gör något man kan njuta av  

M/62 badrum en tyrann  

 ostädat/smutsig Soddam Hussein  

 en person en riktigt bra film  

 slarvigt klädd, oren jätte bra!  

F/63 smutsiga kläder någon var elak  

 motsatsen till rent någon är elak  

 om det luktar illa resultaten var grymt bra  

 motsats till god lukt väldigt bra  

M/64 en smutsig person en person  
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 obehaglig för sinnerna personen är sadistisk  

 en smak/lukt ett öde  

 rutten olyckligt öde  

 en handing bil  

 allmänt negativ snabb, slående utseende  

F/66 (a) att inte sköta sin hygien en bra skådespelare  

 känner odörer från en människa upplevelse  

 inte föra sig vid ett matbord händelserna I 3:e världen  

 äter med öppen mun folkmorden  

 kläder  orättviss behandling  

 smutsiga  kvinnofrågorna  

F/66 (b) en person en person  

 ovårdad  elak  

 badrum  grymt vacker  

 smutsig  väldigt  

M/67 en person en handling  

 ovårdad  onskefull/känslolös  

 en lägenhet en person  

 ovårdad  onskefull/känslolös  

 grönsaker en presentation  

 kvaliteten har försämrats mycket bra  

F/68 illaluktande person en bra film  

 luktar svett, otvättade kläder förstärker bra  

 orent, stökigt hem en utseende, snygg  

 ohygieniskt förstärker snygg  

 en 'ledsen' sallad en rolig historia  

 har tappat sin fräschet förstärker rolig  

F/73 En människa som luktar otvättad sagans elaka kung/drottning  

 motsatsen till fräscha människan grym roll för att det goda skall kunna segra  

 gammal, möglig mat krig  

 ser farlig ut (att äta) grymt när människor skadar varandra  

 en lukt  häftigt/kul  
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 luktar unket och instängt  

M/75 en snuskig person en människa  

 en ovårdad person elaka  

 ovårdade kläder ett brott  

 slitna kläder grymmabrott och grymt straff  

 väder    

 väder för åskväder   

 

 

Appendix 4: Full Answers to questionnaire; 

fräck, tajt 

The following table shows the full answers to the questionnaire. Each column shows the 

answers regarding the word on top. The first answer is first, followed by the explanation to that 

answer. The second answers comes next with the explanation for it under. The third answer 

comes next with the answer for it last. This is repeated for every informant. 

Table 16: Fräck, tajt answers 

Gender/Age Fräck/Fräckt Tajt  

F/9 en man  människor  

 smutsig många I en hiss  

   en tröja  

  trång  

F/10 björnar  kärlek  

 dom kan döda människor man kan vara väldigt kär i någon  

 kaffe  tänder  

 det kan vara hett de kan sitta nära varandra  

 myggor  vänskap  

 de suger vårt blod väldigt goda vänner  

M/10 att puttas kärlek  

 det är elakt man älskar varandra  

 sjukdommar vänskap  

 man är hemma hela dan man kan stå varandra väldigt nära   

 myggor    
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 för att de är dumma vampyrer  

M/11 en tjuv  byxor  

 att sno saker smala byxor  

 en som slår att man sitter tajt  

 han gör fel många människor på en VM match  

M/12 att sno tänder  

 det är elakt de är nära  

  buskar  

   de är nära varandra  

F/12 (a) båtar  jeans  

 dem går fort gör ont  

 alex från rackar tygarna lunch musik  

 han är stark det blir gång på gång på gång  

 en som är duktig på att sjunga för små tröjor  

 wow' känsla man kan knapt andas  

F/12 (b) att rapa  jeans  

 luktar äckligt coolt  

 att prutta linne  

 det är dåligt snyggt  

 att nys prutta tröja  

 ganska konstigt sött  

F/14 (a) ett beteende byxor  

 nonshalant, elak sitter åt  

 ett coolt mobilskal kläder  

 lite udda och coolt sitter åt  

 kläder  tajt med tid  

 udda, häftiga, coolt, utstickande lite tid  

F/14 (b) kläder  kläder  

 coola  sitter nära kroppen  

 hur någon beter sig händelser  

 göra något oväntat tajt läge=svårt att ta sig ut  

M/15 (a) en taskig person skor  
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 elak  sitter tajt  

 en person underställ  

 fräck  deras andre kommer och äter upp dig  

 ove sundberg jeans  

 se på solsidan sitter tajt  

F/15 (a) när någon är dryg tajta tröjor  

     

F/15 (b) när mobilen dör jeans  

 ord kan inte förklara känslan pressar in  

 när man gillar ett svar på ak.fm och inte kan avgilla hästsvans i håret  

 den paniken it hurts  

 när läraren sätter prov dagen efter lovet cornelia sundqvist  

 I feel like : Go f**k yourself! tränar som en tok  

M/15 (b) råna någon små kläder  

 dåligt  sitter tajt på kroppen  

 ge en dålig komplimang #Lukas Främdling  

 man kan såra någon han är riktigt tajt  

 få betyg 'F' magneter  

 alla borde få minst 'E' tajta bokstavligt talat  

F/15 (c) mjölk  shakiras röst  

 är gott  låter som att hon har något i halsen  

 jeansjacka små kläder  

 är snygga svårt att få dem på sig  

 apple produkter mat  

 bra  kan inte äta så mycket man vill  

F/15 (d) mobilen dör jeans  

 dålig känsla pressar in fettet  

 när man gillar ett dålig svar på facebook tajta frisyrer  

 paniken gör ont  

 prov efter lovet cornelia sundqvist  

 dålig känsla tränar   

M/15 (c) taskig person tajt baja  
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 säger taskiga saker ser bra ut  

 fräck prutt fotbollsskor  

 luktar illa bättre bollkänsla  

 försäljare underställ  

 säljer dyra produkter värna man  

F/15 tjuvar  jeans  

 dom snor saker när inte stretch jeans  

 steve jobs när man sätter upp håret  

 fräck på ett bra sätt, apple all they way hår i en hästsvans  

 milkshake bandage  

 gott att dricka känns som man får blodstopp  

M/15 (d)   jeans  

     

   skor  

     

M/15 (e) när man får F I betyg tajt baja  

 det är taskig det är snyggt  

 gamla bilar #simon Danes  

 dom är grymma han är tajt  

 när man blir mobbad små kläder  

 det är grymt lågt att mobba någon dom sitter tajt på kroppen  

M/22 en handling schema  

 ohyffasat, opassande har bråttom, välfyllt schema  

 någon som är häftig musik/film  

 aldrig använt själv, låter föråldrat välproducerat/-komponerat  

F/23 någon som tränger sig I kön två personer  

 oskrivna regler står nära varandra  

 kaxig, uppkäftig kläder  

 attityd  åtsittande kläder  

M/23 (a) en lampa en skjorta  

 är ovanlig och snygg den sitter åt  

 en telefonsäljare en byxlinning  
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 är otrevlig den stramar  

 en bil    

 är snygg och snabb  

M/23 (b) en äldre man som berättar sexskämt till kvinnor en fest  

 oförskämt! rolig fest  

 att sno godis från barn en tjej  

 utnnyttjande snygg/sexig tjej  

 ett par skor en tröja  

 väldigt snygga/coola  trång  

 är otrevlig är muskulös och inte har så mycket fett  

M/23 (c) Någon som helt oprovocerat slår mig med sin väska 

och sedan går därifrån som om ingenting hänt. 

Yogabyxor, lite för tajta ibland…  

 Den irriterande handlingen som kommer ur ingenstans 

är nog vad som gör det ”fräckt” 

Det bokstavliga att de är tajta  

   En riktigt samspelt musikgrupp  

  De känner varandra så väl att de kan nästan 

förutsäga vad de andra ska göra: de är riktigt 

tajta. 

 

F/24 en person klädesplagg  

 med ex speciell klädstil eller utseende avsittande på kroppen, slimmat  

 en sak  utrymme  

 är ny och kanske inte så många som har den ännu tajt om utrymme, ont om plats  

 en person en kropp  

F/36 en person vänskap  

 tränger sig före i en kö fin  

 överaskning tröja  

 på ett negativt vis kroppsnära  

   kropp  

   vältränad  

F/37 någon som säger något fräckt tajta byxor  

 säga någon opassande sitter tajt  

 en person som klär sig tufft  

 tufft kan vara fräckt  
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M/37 tjuvar  pokerspelare  

 sådana som bestjäler äldre spelar säkert  

 personer  män  

 ungefär som häftig som har råd att spendera pengar  

 djur  kläder  

 djur som stjäl åtsittande  

F/39 en persons handling kläder  

 ex tränger sig i kön sitter åt  

 en persons utseende relationer  

 man kan klä sig fräck kan stå nära varandra  

   tid  

   att ha dåligt med tid  

F/40 en person kläder  

  sitter åt  

 ett skämt tid  

  ont om tid  

F/43 ordvits  jeans  

 ngt med sexuella antydning smala  

 jacka  tids-schema  

 läckert, snyggt fullsmäckat  

 en person ett kör-stycke  

 gör ngt tufft, vågat körstämmorna går nära varanda  

F/44 göra miner bakom ryggen på någon någon vältränad utan fett på kroppen  

 nej  nej  

 ovälkomna sexuella anspelningar kläder  

 nej  nej  

 otrevliga    

 nej    

F/45 någon som tränger sig före i kön Mina byxor  

 gör något oschysst lite för små och sitter tätt åt  

 en snuskig historia Tajt samarbete md en tidigare kollega  

 Vissa kan ta illa upp av snuskiga historier arbetade väldigt nära varandra  
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 en person som är otrevlig och självisk ont om pengar, tajt budget  

 mer ogenomtänkt elakhet än grymhet inget rum för slöseri  

F/48 en tjuv  tröja  

 vågat och otevligt ett urvuxet klädesplagg  

 en stil  en relation  

 tuff/oväntad känner varandra väl  

 en frisyr  tiden  

 annorlunda stil svårt att hinna  

F/51 en person jeans  

 går över gränser för ok sitter åt  

 vad fräck! tid  

 vad tufft, bra ont om tid  

F/56 person  kläder  

 förslagen sitter snävt  

 kläder  personer  

 vågade  nära varandra  

 bil  tiden  

 häftig  ont om tid  

M/56 Någon kan ta en chans och uttnyttja situationer kläder  

 en fräck stöld, ta chans trots att människor finns i 

närheten 

sitter åt  

 klädsel  personar  

 ny-sportig klädsel, som bryter det vanliga väl samspelta personer  

   tid  

  dåligt med tid för att hinna saker 

M/57 en historia kläder  

 rolig på gränsen sitter tätt  

 gitarr riff/solo tid  

 melodi som fastnar direkt ont om tid  

 tjuv kärlekspar  

 stjäl framför ögonen hänger tätt ihop  

M/60 Ett klurigt skämt  Trånga kläder  
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 Jag skulle kunna använda den benämningen på ett bra 

skämt 

Sitter för tätt åt  

 Någon som tar en större bit utan tanke på andra Trångt utrymme  

 Man tar för sig utan tanke på att även andra skall få Svårt att komma in  

 Avbryter andra, kan inte lyssna Att precis hinna med till exempel ett tåg  

 Ohyfsat  Man hann precis  

M/62 en som tränger sig i kön kläder  

 ohyfsad  sitter åt  

 en modernt klädd person tid  

 vågat men snyggt ont om tid  

F/63 historian  kjolen  

 berättar saker som är oanständiga är väldigt snäv  

 förolämpningen tiden  

 någon säger dumma saker tiden är knapp, svårt att hinna  

     

     

M/64 en person kläder  

 oförskämd, tar inte hänsyn till andra sitter åt  

 en handling tid  

 oväntad, syftar direkt till att nå ett mål ont om tid  

 en min  relation  

 brist på respekt och hån stå nära varandra  

F/66 (a) Zlatan  tiden  

 stålt att vara svensk tiden räcker inte till  

 kränkning äktenskapet  

 mänskliga rättgheter långvarig relation  

 Kevin Costner trikåer  

 bra skådis sitter bra  

F/66 (b) en vits  en plagg  

 oanständig något sitter trångt  

 en klädesplagg en relation  

 piffigt, snyggt nära relation  
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M/67 en bluff  byxor  

 ett förskök att luras åtsittande  

 en person tidsplan  

 en som bluffar inga marginaler  

 en historia ekonomisk ställning  

 ekivok  inga marginaler  

F/68 utmanande klädsel kläder  

 vågat, annorlunda åtsittande  

 en persons språkbruk tid  

 vågat, utmanande ont om tid  

 en person personförhållande  

 vågad, gör och säger annorlunda saker står nära varandra  

F/73 snuskig histora/vits en tröja  

 en ekivok historia berättades förr mest förut för liten  

 en bedragare/solochvårare en vänskapsförhållande  

 någon som lurar på pengar beroende av varandra(klarar inte göra något på egen 

hand 

 

 en klänning ekonomi  

 häftig/positiv saknar buffert för oförutsedda utgifter  

M/75 framfusig person vänskap  

 fräckt att tränga sig fram sammanhållning  

 en ekivok historia  tröja/byxor  

 beväringshistorier är trånga  

 ett påstående ett försvar i fotboll  

 att sprida lögnaktiga historier svårt att göra mål på  

 

 

 


